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Wide Awake to the Interests One an Improvement Con- - Failed to Avenge Heinous Seligman Brothers Company Attorney General is Bent on Superiority of Government
The Successful
Crime Committed Upon
cern and Other an Irriga- and Needs of the City of
Vigorous Prosecution of
Troops Over Insurgents
is Apparent
Bidders
Fe
Frauds
Women
Three
Santa
tion Company
Sugar
!
I

CAPITAL

QUESTION

TAKEN

UP CHANGE

OF NAME

CERTIFIED PEOPLE IN TERRIBLE

FRENZY WHITE

OAK

FURNITURE

REMARKABLE

STATEMENTS

WANT AMERICAN INTERVENTION

Splendid Paper by Dr. James A. Total Capitalization of Both is Every Negro, Answering Des- - Everything To Be in Harmony Network of Corruption Not Con- - Unless Uncle Sam Interferes,
Rolls on Sanitary Needs of
With Colonial Style Of
Almost a Million
fined to American Refining
the Bloody Tyrant Will
cription of Suspect, Placed
in Jail.
Santa Fe.
Dollars.
the New Building.
Win Out.
Company.
S. Cunningham, L. B.
lck
A. Hanson, J. D. Mulligan,

Two bin corporations, that are
G.
ing for the improvement of New Mex- Rev. C. F. Lucas, Bruce P. Williams ico, today filed incorporation papers.
The San Antonio Improvement Comand Charles S. Rising were elected to
pany of San Antonio, Socorro county,
membership at the meeting of the and the Portales Irrigation Company
Board of Trade last evening in the of Roosevelt county. The first is incoroffices of the Santa Fe Water and
porated with a capitalization of $100,-00Light Company, a meeting which
divided into 1,00 shares and beproved the most interesting one of gins business with $3,000. The Allaire
many interesting meetings held this
Mclntyre Company is appointed as the
year. Dr. jonn jp. wagner, presmea New
Mexieo asent The flirectOT3 an1
Secretary" J. A. Rolls, Corresponding
Amure, n.
Treas"cuipuraiuis are. aSu
Secretary W. Frank Owen and
urer Carl A. Bishop were the other R - Weber, P. A. Allaire, Powell Stackana
an
watson.
nouse,
wuiiam
officers present.
jr.,
Frank of San Antonio and each subscribing
Secretary
Corresponding
to six shares. The Portales Irrigation
Owen reported that he had answered
Company appoints Thomas J. Molinari
A
motion
fourteen letters of inquiry.
was passed, pledging the board to its Xew Mexico agent and is capitaliz
divided into 25,00f
take a page advertisement in the spe- ed for $875,000,
commences
business with
shares'.
It
cial edition of the New Mexican.
Dr. Wagner offered a resolution ad- $38,920. The incorporators are: Seth
dressed to the committee of terri- A. Morrison, 80 shares; George L.
tories of congress, asking that the Reese, 100 shares; Hobson F. Jones,
enabling act be amended so as to re- 40 shares; Washington E. Llndsey,
tain the capital at Santa Fe until 1C0 shares; John A. Fairly, 240 shares:
1925 before the question can come l nomas J. Molinari, lUb shares; koi
up for contest. Dr. Wagner, Paul A. ert Hicks. 120 shares.
were!
F. Walter and Dr. J.
Change of Corporation Name,
'
Allbritton Brake and and Apple,
appointed a committee to transmit the
and add thereto a request corporated, today filed a certificate in
for a provision that will make clearer the office of Territorial Secretary
the clause relating to the payment of Nathan Jaffa, changing the name to
territorial and county indebtedness, The Department Store Company. The
so that there will be no legal ques- - headquarters are at Raton, Colfax
tion as to what part of the Santa Fe county, and those that participated in
county debt is to be paid.
jthe meeting authorizing the change
Hon. Harper S. Cunningham, of- - of the name were: B. S. Allbritton, 277
fered to the" city of Santa Fe, through 2 shares; O. C. Brake. 277
shares;
the Board of Trade, a strip of land Lena TJ. Brake, 50 shares, and Mary
of his Don Gaspar avenue residence e. TJry, 45 shares,
property, for the Santa Fe river boule- Adjutant General R. A. Ford, writes
vard, which has been planned by the from Fort Bayard, Grant county, that
Board of Trade and which has been he has practically recovered from his
opened in greater part and already niness and will be on duty again next
A month, prepared to make an energetic
planted with trees by the' board.
formal resolution was spread on the campajgn f0r the growth and fmprove-minute- s
thanking Mr. Cunningham for ment of the National Guard of New
nis pumic spirited gin ana aisu uireci.- - Mexico
ing Alderman R. L. Baca to present
Good Roads Work.
the matter to the city council toJ. W. Lewis, assistant territorial
gether with the previous resolution engineer, has sent out twenty-fiv- e
asking the city council to declare the workmen to the Picacho Hill to cut
boulevard a public street from city the roadbed that will mean the worst
limit to city limit and to insist upon
of the automobile and general
the removal of squatters from the part
road from Roswell to Carrl-zozpurpose
river banks.
that is being built by the good
Dr. J. A. Rolls took the floor and rnnrlo commission of. the territory.
read a noteworthy paper on the Sani- - pbj. tWQ weeks R small force of menj
of Santa Fe. The paper from three to five, have, been at work
tary Needs
..
.. , .
.
.3
1
.1
was l.muiy
appmuueu ami a .cum- - Qn
ffl fc
gt jftgt Engjneer Lewla
on
the minutes has secured'
tion of thanks spread
to accompenoughymn
with a request to the newspapers of lish &ome
good, arid'from. today the
Santa Fe to republish the paper for
will go ahead rapidly. The roadthe information of the people in gen- work
bed down the hill will 'be nine feet
the
Mexican
eral. The New
prints
wide, with a gutter on'( the side leading
paper today.
feet
up hill. This gutter will be 2
A number of .other matters were
wide and a foot deep., 'The roadbed
disposed of or discussed and then ad- is
through rock and the rest will be
journment was taken.
i
well graveled. All will be given a first
class finish. Concrete culverts will be
put in at every five of six hundred
feet, with five or six of them on the
entire hill.
Potoffice Matters.

Harper

j

0

'
Washington, I). C. Dec. 11 That
the department of justice intends a
vigorous prosecution in the efforts to
recover all money due the government as a result of the sugar frauds at
New York and to punish all who may
have participated in them is shown
by the annual report of Attorney General Wickersham made public today.
After briefly reciting the facts in the
cases which are of public knowledge

After opening and going over the
Savannah, Ga.. Dec. 11. Although.
hundreds of armed men assisted the bids of a representative number of
police last night in the search foi a firms, the county board of commisnegro believed to have been the mur- sioners, this morning awarded to
Brothers Company, the conderer of Mrs. Eliza Cribble, an aged
white woman, and her daughter, Mrs. tracts for the furniture for the new
Carrie Ohlander, and to have fatally county court house and for the vault
injured Mrs. Maggie Hunter, the fugi- - j doors. Seligman Brothers represented
tive is still at large. So frenzied did j the Ford Johnson Company of Chicathe searchers become alter learning go, the A. H. Andrews Company of
that Mrs. Ohlander had been critically Chicago, and the M. L. Nelson Comof Chicago. They also representassaulted, that a white man who by ac- panythe Diebold
Safe and Lock Comed
came
cident had scratched his face,
of Canton, Ohio. The Santa Fe
pany
near being torn to pieces when the
Hardware and Supply Company repcrowd saw the blood. Fences were
the Milwaukee Chair Comtorn down and doors broken in. Every resented
and the Chicago Mission Company
looked--lika probable
thing that
while Herman Ilfeld of the
was leveled. pany,

Wuefielils,

Nicaragua,

Dec.

11.

There has been a sudden and unpleasant realization here of the government strength and the insurgent weakness. President Zelaya has outwitted
General Pstrada, and the hitter's chief
hops lies in American intervention. It
turns out that the conference sought
by General Vasnuez of the government
troops, which the insurgents had interpreted as a sign of yielding on too
he s?.;'s:
part of Zelaya, was a blind intended to
"The evidence has disclosed a net- secure delay until the government
move
work of corruption not confined to the army completed its Hanking
American Sugar Refining Company, ment toward Bluefields. This has
thouof years, af-- been accomplished, and three
extending over a

Sel-lgn.a- n

j

'

period
sand well armed.
fecting both importers and officers of j
The men are marching on
place ofJJM" fugitive
the
is
as
it
Las
of
yet
government
premature
Company
Vegas, repreAs soon as Estrada learned
EvewrTiegro who answered the de- - sented the Carpon Furniture Com- to state the precise extent of the coninto communication with
he
this
sent
been
of
has
the
ription
suspect
pany of Chicago. Other firms repre- spiracy of the amount of the revenue his aide got
at Bluefields, declaring the
to jail.
were
Comsented
the Gunn Desk
of which the government has been deAmericans should send their marines
Accused Her Own Husband.
j
pany of Grand Rapids, by Herman Il- frauded.
ashore. He also told the aide that
Later in the day, Mrs. Maggie Hunt- feld; the Herman Safe Company of
"While it is feared that the statute ; a request should be made for protecfor
dead
who
was
left
attacked
and
er,
San Francisco; the Carey Safe Com of
limitations mav have run in favor of j tion of the huudred and fifty Ameriyesterday at the same time Mrs. Grab- pany of Buffalo, N. Y.; Mosler Safe
re-- , cans
at Bluefields. The aide rushed
ble and daughter were murdered, said Company of Hamilton, Ohio; Herring. many of the malefactors who are
ef-- j to United States Consul Moffat and
no
for
these
frauds
sponsible
yet
it was her husband, J. C. Hunter,
Marvin
of
Hall,
Hamilton,
Company
her. Hunter was Immediate- Ohio; Victor Safe and Lock Company fort will be spared to ascertain the the counsel assured him that the
amount of which the govern-- j marines from the cruiser Des Moines,
ly arrested and placed under strong cf Cincinnati, Ohio;
Sweetser and precise
ment has been defrauded, recover all with six rapid fire guns, would be
Baldwin Safe Company of Los Angeguard.
due and to punish all those able to control the situation here in
les; Parcelles Safe Company of San moneys
who may be found to have participated j event the government army should
Francisco; Trumbull Safe and Vault in
FIERCE STORM DEMANDS
any respect in the frauds, whether j surprise the city.
LIVES AND PROPERTY. Company of Chicago.
If President Taft, has determined
The board examined all bids care- as officers or agents of the importers j
that
or
Zelaya shall be deposed, it is beas
I
officials.
government,
earnestly
Great Havoc Reported Frotn Lake fully and after lengthy deliberation
lieved
here that the United States
j
decided to award the contracts to request a special appropriation of $50,Erie on Which Four Boats Were
000 to enable This work to be effective- - forces will find active participation in
Seligman Brothers Company as repDestroyed.
the struggle necessary. Apparently,
resentatives of the Ford Johnson ly prosecuted."
General
Estrada feels the situation is
Further litigation touching the "com-- acute unless
Cleveland, Dec. 11. The terrific Company of Chicago, in the matter of
the Americans are prestorm which swept Lake Erie on court house furniture, and of the Die- - modifies clause cases" arising under pared to assume active and supreme
bold
Safe and Iock Company in the: the interstate commerce taw is promWednesday and Thursday, reaped a
control.
harvest of lives and destroyed more matter of vault doors. The Ford ised by the attorney general. DiscussLooks Like Trouble.
Johnson
Company also sent as their ing the decision of the supreme court
than a million dollars worth of propDec. 11. When
the
Washington,
representative C. G. Shaw. By award- in those cases Mr. Wickersham says 700 marines on board of the Dixie
erty. Late reports show fifty-nin- e
contracts
the
to
lives lost, four boats destroyed and ing
Seligman
it does not "necessarily determine the
at
are
the county managed to application of the statute to canes I arrived thisCorinto, where they
another aground and badly damped.
will be
expected
morning,
they
save
sum
a
as
the where the commodities transported j ordered to
large
The steamer Clarion was burned and
to
proceed immediately
fifteen lives lost, the steamer W. C. bid from the Seligman Brothers Com- are owned by a corporation, all, or sub- - Panama and go aboard the cruiser
to
fiv'e
furnish
pany
the
material
Richardson was sunk and
drownagreed
stantially all, of whose stock is owned Buffalo. This seems to indicate that
ed, the car ferry Marquette and Bes- called for at factory prices, F. O. B., by the carrier corporation at the time some movement of consequence on
semer Number Two were wrecked ,)int of shipment, plus five per cent of transportation and especially where the Pacific coast of
Nicaragua is in
to Seligman Brothers the carrier shall have
and thirty-eigh- t
lives lost. A sailor commission
all contemplation.
transferred
The fact that Seligman of its
from the steamer Richardson, crazed Company.
interest in such cpmmodities to
by the exposure, committed suicide. Brothers Company secured the award a corporation formed for the express MERGER OF COPPER
The steamer Josiah G. Munro, went is most gratifying in that it is a home purpose of
PROPERTIES PROGRESSES.
evading the prohibition ot
aground trying to rescue sailors from concern. The firm name has always the commodities clause and all or subbeen a strict guarantee of faithful
the Clarion.
and satisfactory performance of con- stantially all of the stock in which Utah Consolidated Absorbs Two Other Big Western Producers of
tract, and it is therefore assured that is owned by the carrier.
THREE MEN SUFFOCATED
the Red Metal.
"Those questions will be presented
IN PENNSYLVANIA MINE. the furnishings for the court house
New York, Dec. 11. Indications are
will be striclty first class and well for determination in the courts. If the
today that the official announcement
sucand worth the price paid. The Seligmau prohibition of the statute can be
Overcome
Others
Twenty-on- e
of the first step of the proposed merBrother?
device
Company recently furnished cessfully evaded by the simple
Rescued With Great Difficulty
the executive mansion in a manner of transfer of ownership of the prop ger of the Amalgamated, Cole Ryan
Before Fans Stopped.
that brought forth an enviable amount erty to a corporation, all of whose and Guggenheim properties may be
Johnstown. Pa., Dec. 11. Three of favorable
comment and deserved stock shall be owned or controlled by expected shortly. Negotiations for
men died of suffocation and twenty
the Consolidated of Nevada, the Con
The
praise.
company also furnished the carrier, Congress should amend solidated of
one others were overcome and res- in
Utah, the Copper and
a most satisfactory manner the ot the statute so as to make it an efBoston Consolidated are to be closed.
cued with difficulty late last, night, (ices of
Renehan and Da vies, the resi- fectual and not a merely illusory pro The Utah
Consolidated absorbs the
the result of a peculiar accident at dence of Levi
Hughes and a number hibition or else repeal it."
other two.
the mine of the Shoemaker Mining i other residences.
In filling the
In the matter of public land fraud
Company near here. The fire broke col tract for the
furnishings of the prosecutions
the attorney general
out at the fan house, while the place
executive mansion. Seligman Broth- makes it clear his determination in no
was deserted and before the fans ers
Company gained quite a reputa- - respect to abate the effort to undo,
READY
stopped, the smoke forced Into the
so far as may be, the frauds "which
mine such" volume that the men
have been for so long ;i time perpeContinued on Paee Eight.)
suffocated.
trated in the procuring for private inPostofnces have- been established
F
APPROACH 1HEIH at the following places: Armijo, Berdividuals of portions of the public
domain contrary to the conditions unnalillo county, Pajarito, five miles
BATTLE
LAST
der which Congress has authorized
south, Albuquerque two miles north- Socorro
at
these laids to be patented."
east:
Clyde,
Complete Collapse of Labor
county
Flame Then L.eap- - cial
from San Marcialvthree' 'miles
Important recommendations containTrouble Made by Union
ed Upon Four Men Ened in the report include those for a
northwest; Malpais. Uriio.'.vpounty
FROM CANftDA
TWELVE
ROUNDS
.
Switchmen
special from Grande; 12 mileif north;
broadening of the right of appeal of
gulfed by
North Des Moines from Des Moines
in
the
a
criminal
cases;
government
'
12 miles southeast.,
repeal of Section SG0 of the revised
Attend
Football
Enthusiasts
"No Fake Fight" for Me De statutes regarding evidence in crimi- THE MEN RETURN TO WORK
Postmasters Commissioned.
ENTRAPPED IN BURNING LAKE! The
following postmasters have
nal cases, the enactment of a general
of
Game
Between
the Champion
Rugby
been commissioned: W. Neil Fergusimmunity statute to effect the condU
Hamilton and Ottawa
on at Armijo Bernalillo county; AlJohnson
tions which arise in the endeavor to Express Willingness to Submit
Three Burned to Cinder, Fourth fredo L. Pacheco at Clyde, Socorro
Their Grievances to '
procure testimony for the government;
county; Gonzalos Salaz at Malpais,
Escaped With Horrible
national law providing for
a
favoring
Board.
Union county; Juan C. Martinez at
T TO GET POINTERS DOES NOT FEAR OPPONENT indeterminate sentences and a modiInjuries.
North Des Moines, Union county.
fication of the statute fixing the punPostoffices Discontinued.
St. Paul, Minn., Dec. 11.' The strikishment
for embezzlement or misappliPittsburg, Dec. 11. Entrapped in
Thn fnifowlM nostoffices will be dis- It May Help in the Proposed But Doubts His Own
to
switchmen are willing to arbitrate
a
of
cation
bank
the
funds
of
national
ing
Ability
lake of burning tar, four" men were" continued on December 31st: Baldy, '
Revision
of
Rules
at
for
The
five
for
years.
Him
Knock
and
Out
imprisonment
bring the strike to a speedy and
Miheld fast at the McClintock and Ir- - Colfax county, and Cowles, San
attorney general refers to the unsat peaceful end, is the declaration made
Football.
vine Company's roofing plant early to- guel county.
Quickly.
isfactory sanitary conditions at the
G. A. Hansberger, third
Letter to Governor Curry.
day and compelled o watch gradualDistrict of Columbia jail which he today by
"
19109..
Dec.
111.,
the
flames.
Three of
7th,
New York, Dec. 11. From all parts
ly
Chicago,
approaching
Ne w York, Dec. 11. That Jack says is a reproach to the national govof the. Switchmen's Union.
then; were burned to death, the fourth Hon. George Curry,
of the United States, football - men
with
ernment
recommends
to
Between
he
stick
Jeffries
Johnson
and
twenty, and thirty trainmen
earnestly
expects
managed to extricate himself but was i
Governor of New Mexico.
gathered here today to witness the for at
to
an
make
appropriation
adequate
in
on
the
rounds
twelve
least
battle
the
Omaha, Great Northern and
seriously burned. The men were not
Santa Fe. New Mexico. game of Canadian rugby between
,
improvements.
necessary
Pacific last night decided to
Northern
for
on
employed,, but had been sleeping in
the world's championship
Dear Sir: The Land and Irrigation Hamilton and Ottawa teams. RepreJuly
tomorrow for duty as switchthe plant. In some way. the valve of Exposition, held in Chicago from No sentatives of
report
eastall
4th, the colored champion has made AEROPLANE SUDDENLY
big
practically
men at the St., Paul terminals. This
me iai
openea ana Deiore tne vember 20th to December 4th, closed ern colleges, together with many for-fe- r known to his friends.
,'
LOST ITS BALANCE. is the most
mne
knew
their danger they j on Saturday night and proved the e
sleeping
important break since the
western
were
from
we
stars
schools
are going to
"Any one who says
engulfed. Unable to free them-- j gest attraction of its kind ever understrike besan.
;,':', "' ''
the frank statement that fake the fight on account of the mov
with
present,
11. The Wright aero
Dec.
Berlin,
saw
flow
the
tar
ves,
they
fill
toward; taken ln
or
other city. The
are seeking for suggestions for ing Dlctures is on the wrong lay, that's plane, which Captain Engelhardt was
the boiler where it speedily ignited. , lnterest aroused any the magnificent they
the revision of the rules of the Ameri- all," was the way the champion In piloting over the Johannisthal flel(! ANOTHER DISASTER OF
by
Ior ne'p Dut exhibits among the land hungry peo- - can game. The Canadian
"
LAKE ERIE FEARED.
game, like troduces the subject. "The fight will today last its balance and plunged to
the night watchman was unable
much to the entire the American game, is a wariation of last ten or twelve rounds, but not be- the earth.
. Die. will mean
was
Conneaut Ohio, Dec. 11. Another
Captain Engelhardt
help them.
west
the English rugby. Fourteen men on cause it has been fixed that way. I am Insensible when picked up. The ex- disaster probably has been'added to
The year of advertising and general a side. Interference, understood in not foolish enough to think I can tent of the Injuries are not deter-minde- the list which has followed the recent
Held for Grand Jury Tomas Mar publicity hardly accomplished as much this country, is absolutely barred. So knock out Jeffries ln the first round or
The captain was a former storm of Lake Erie. The caT ferry
tinez, Marcos Corona and Seferino as was crowded into the two weeks are forward passes, but there is much two. I am equally positive he can't naval officer and a pupil of Orville Conneaut, carrying a large crew and
Cornelius were held to the grand jury of the exposition
Thousands of ped- - quick clever passing as a man Is about do It to me and that is why I say the Wright.
possibly few passengers, Is two days
at Roswell under $500 each to answer
to be tackled. If a man is ruled off for fight won't he over inside of twelve " It was later learned that Englehardt overdue, and It is believed that she-hato the charge of larceny of horses.
been lost.
rounds."
was not seriously injured.
.
rough play, no substitute is allowed.
(Contlnued On Page Elgli.)
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THE

WE HAVE THEM
Champaign
Cheese
Cheese Sticks
Cloves Leaf

ferfetto

Festions
Nabisco

and

A sonvtMiir

Sartoga
Vanilla

WAFERS

WAFERS

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

WE

WITH

Co.

inter 6rocery
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

i

CALL AJJD SEE IFOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

j

i

8

'

Jewelry Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

t

Goods,
MANUFACTURR

Spitz

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER &TURRIER
Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty

Eery

AND IRETAIL
RATON

Lump

TRY OU

e

Also Good fo

lea
Chickens
1

LEO HERSCH

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

WATCHES

l"JT'n
filigree
;WELRY

Mexican
t

by Up-tOate Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

Z00K HAS

I

FOR

PHONE 36

HALF CENTURY

A

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
!

HOUSE

IN THE

0

We guarantee a saving of one-thir-d
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put In the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
1.

MINOR CITY TOPICS
Colo.,

Denver,

Dec.

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform hept
day and night, with soft coal, hard
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long

3

10.

.

m

Phone

We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions, and financially
able to carry out any obligations
made by his. firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and' mucous surfaces of the system.

Price

75

per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

c.

as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.

m

Ifl

HgaBWI

v v

HARDWARE CO.

to nave your business

finality Connts for anything.
The argument is again in our iavor.

Phone
No 14

ESS

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, Hew Mexico
bVethId

christian brothers

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

CMXm COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and;Preparatory Courses
form Separate Dtpaitrnents
Send for Protpectua

BOARDING and DAY STUCENTS.

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES.

COLO IN ONE DAY

Presidett

'

LA XAT1VK KROMO Quinine Tablets
Ih'UKKlxts refund money If It falls to cure
E W. GHOVK'S
slBiiatme Is on eacli
Box, 25c.

Take

HOTEL ACACIA
780

6th M. S,W

W

Cor. 6th.

&

Hope

Sts.

First elftqs fAmllv Wn
tel EUROPEAN PLAN
101) rooms,
25
private
All
baths.
out.sltlH
rooms, best ventilated
bouse tn the city; two
block from Post
fllce
li. very heart of city
unexcelled for somfort
I K' 6 k
il f .3land co" ven le n c e s
rmUw&mSrirM
a r i (1
P.''"P attention
cleanliness
Is our
motto:
hot
and cold
' ,,
running water and
steam heat.
RATES 75c day special terms by month
to door.
Waulngton St, OurM.direct
I BARRY. Prop.

im

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. D. MULLIGAN
T7T TTVTT7D A T C Given Careful
1
JJl&VA.LstJ Personal Attention

K

;

RE8IDEN0K

"

NIUHf
PICTURE

PHONE

CTJ

DtTl 1 CO

"u"

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND.

RED

SATISFACTORILY

130
DONE

WE DELIVtR FIRST

If Prices count for . anything

in preparing Prescriptions

fe ongnt

CITY.

OUR GUARANIhE

BIG OWBUeESVaeMTB
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throughout the world. Potter DruR A client. Corp.,
rrotis., 137 Columbus Ave.. Boston.
tfMaileu Free, Cuticura Book ou Skm DuteaMU

yards site, the El Paso Union Stock- yards Company, has acquired fifty
acres of land at Anapra, Dona Ana
county. The land is adjacent to the
tracks of the Southern Pacific railroad.
Real Estate Deal at Albuquerque
X
George K. Xeher yesterday sold to

Testimonials sent free.
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TO CURE

Salt and Seels

!!!!!! r,c!"

something for every member of the family
if you will visit our stcre.

Cuticura Ointment is one of the most
successful remedies for torturing, disfiguring humors of the skin and scaip,
including loss of hair, of infants, children
and adults, ever compounded, in proof
of which a single anointing with it, preceded by a not bath with Cuticura
Soap, and followed by mild doses of
Cuticura Pills, is often sufficient to afford
immediate relief in the most distressing
forms of itching, binning and scaly
humors, eczemas, irritations and inflammations, permit rest and sleep and point
to a speedy cure when all else fails.
Cuticura Soup (25c), Ointment !0O, Hcsuivcnt
50c. and C'liocolHte Coated IMHb (2."r.. arc Hold

How's This?
We offer one hundred dollars reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,

YOPJTZ

To please our customers anu you can find

Sweet Peas. noon. The prediction for tomorrow
Mashed Seuash.
DESSERT.
is fair weather.
Lemon Pie.
Mince Pie.
Vanilla Ice Cream
Continued on Page Eight.)
'
Milk
Coffee.
Tea.
Dinner 35c.
A

Grain, Potatoes,

Jb Qm

OUR AIM IS

One-tent- h

FOR

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

DIAMONDS

1

i

International Stock Food
Flour, Hay,

boon
girls
Onu
troubled very badly with w
of them bad it on her lower limbs.
I
did everything that r;ould heat 'if for
her, but it did not give in until warm
weather when it seemingly subsided.
The next winter when it tiwame cold
weather the eczema started ugam and
ftlso in her head where it would .akt the
hair out and leave bare patche.s as lac;
as a quarter of 6 dollar. At tht same
time her arms were sor the whole
length of them. I took her to a physician and he said that she had two
distinct types of eczema. 1 continued
with him for several weeks and the
child grew worse all of the time. Her
sister's arms were also affected in the
same way. My husband came home
one day with a box of Cuticura Ointment and a cake of Cuticura Soap. I
using them and also the Cuticura
Pills and by the time the second lot waa
used their skin was soft and smooth as
it had not been before for the winter.
We keep the Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment constantly by us and
when any little roughness or irritation
on their skin I quickly dispel it
with the Cut icura Remedies My husband
lias used them with most, satisfactory
results for a sore head which has troubled him from childhood. Mrs. Charlea
Baker, Albion, Me., Sept. 21, 190S."

Coronado Cafe

Telephone 85

fir uniid Alfalfa

SOLE AGENTS

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

AVKNUK

a S. K. l'epot.
Telephone 85
A. T.

have La large and varied ssorment on
hand in our different departments for you
to select from and the prices are right.

rho have

j

WHOLESALE

MONTFZUMA

MPH.

Bf gin'your Christmas Shopping Now. We

Forecast for New Mexico: To- Joseph Harnett, the "White Elephant" S night fair and colder in south S
property at the corner of Second and
portion; Sunday fair with sta-It
Central avenues at Albuquerque.
tionary temperature.
is understood that a modjern four
on
be
the
will
erected
hotel
story
Change of pictures Sunday night at
Elks'
theatre.
in
Pfeiffer Case Disagrees
Jury
Annual sale and luncheon served for
In the case of the Territory vs. Flor- Tfiffui' ohot'irn.l with rnlvliin onlyi 15 cents at St. John's M. E.
Mrs. Majoribanks on June 24, last, church Tuesday afternoon, December
the jury in the district court at Albu- 14th.
querque, failed to reach an agreeWoman's Board of Trade There
ment and was discharged by Judge will be a meeting of the Woman's
Ira A. Abbott. Still another indict- Board of Trade in the assembly room
ment remains to be tried, that of im- of the
library on Monday afternoon at
personating an officer, while on an- 2:30 o'clock, on December 13.
other, that of criminal assault on
Elks' Theatre Entire change of
Mrs. Majoribanks, Pfeiffer has been
program
Sunday night. Show tonight
found guilty.
and tomorrow night from 7:30 to 8:45.
On Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
nights there will be on show from 7:30
to 8:30 on account of Princess Bonnie
rehearsals. So be on time if you want
to see a full show.
RELISHES.
Fair Tomorrow It cleared off beauOlives.
Lettuce.
SOUP.
tifully last night and last evening at
six o'clock the general humidity had
Mock Turtle.
BOILED.
dropped to G9 per cent, which is lower
than it has been for ten days. The
Ham. Champagne Sauce.
minimum temperature last night was
ROAST.
11 degrees, the maximum yesterday
K. C. Prime Au Jus,
Chicken With Dressing was 35 degrees.
of an inch
ENTREES.
of snow fell. This morning at seven
o'clock the temperature was down to
Macaroni, Spanish.
VEGETABLES.
eight degrees, but rose rapidly toward

SANTA FE, N. M.

Near

CUTiCURA MET WITH
ITS USUAL SUCCESS
"I have two little

BROS.

DON'T DELAY

X

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
JsEX'n'di..
FRANK
VonrbiSck0

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

For a

Stockyards at Anapra

nil

cerrillos

Incorporated 1903.

SELIGIN

Little Girls had Eczema Very
In One Case Child's Hair
Badly
Came Out and Left Bare Patches
Father's Head Sore from ChildhoodIn All Three Cases

j

Yankee;

Established 1856.

Two

This world at best is but a hash of
pleasure and of pain,
Some days are bright and sunny, and
some all sloshed with rain,
And that's just how it ought to be, for
when the clouds roll by,
We'll know just how to "predate the
bright and smilin' sky.
So learn to take it as it comes, and
don't sweat at. the pores
Because the Lord's opinion doesn't
coincide with yours;
But always keep rememberin' when
cares your path enshroud.
That God has lots of sunshine to spill
behind the cloud,

JEWELER

Screened

0

CURED

ap-ar-

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

S
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SKIN TROUBLES

Fire, '
4, 19()!, at HoCaptain Jack

n

SESS9

8

SUNSHINE.
of "The Camp

with
If you should see a fellow-matrouble's flag unfurled,
And lookin' like he didn't have a
friend in all the world,
Co tip and slap him on the back and
holler "how'd you do,"
And grasp his hand so warm he'll
know he has a friend in you,
Then ax him what's
'im, and
laugh his cares away,
Ami tell him that the darkest night
is just, afore the day.
Don't talk in graveyard palaver, but
say it right out loud,
That Cod 'ill sprinkle sunshine in the
trail of every cloud.

No.

Telephone

MLV

UP.

ROUND

Huckskin NiRlii, Deo.
tel A si or, X. Y., liy
Crawford, of San Marcial.
I
never like to see a man a 'rastlin'
with the dumps
'Cause in the game of life be doesn't
always catch the trumps;
But I can always cotton to a free and
easy cuss
As takes his dose, and thanks
the
Lord it isn't any wuss.
There ain't no use o' kickin' and
swearin' at your luck,
Yer can't correct the trouble nior'n
ymi can drown a duck,
Remember, when beneath the load
your sufferin' head is bcwed.
That Cod 'ill sjrinkle sunshine in
the trail of every cloud.

Satille.

Phillapena

WAFERS

DAILY

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. SL

NETV

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone
213.

(I

The Quality

22SSES

Drngist"

Phone
213.

We
Our

can interest you in either'large or small quantity,

list of customers is rapidly

growing this year

We will appreciate your name among them.

J
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will work. It was a
fine oration on a subject that would
seem limited in its scope hut the good
points of which were well brought
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
out by Mr. Safford. Miss Aimee Witt-man- ,
Train leaves tor the north at 10: IS
after giving due mead of praise
a m.
to newspapers, also took a whack at
Train arrives from the north at 4
those who place the dollar mark
I. in.
above principle and that are controllSecond Prize in Oratorical ed by political gangs. Miss Altce It Is Proving a Great Benefit
New Mexico Central.
1:45.
Train leaver Santa Fe at
Contest Goes to Rogers : Oandelurio, had for her subject "lookto Commonwealth From
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25. j
ing Beyond," a subject which gave
Fiske
Its Start
her opportunity for the expression of
Santa Fe Railroad.
many beautiful thoughts and vivid
Leave Santa Fe S:23 to connect
Miss Margaret Cunningimaginary.
PUPILS TOOK PART ham greatly pleased her- audience FIVE PUPILS TEACH SCHOOL
with Nos. 10 and 2 from the south and ELEVEN
with "Monuments of Time" an essay
west, and No. 3 from the east at La. .
she had studied and memorized well j
Junction.
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Literary and Musical Event in and delivered with pleasing gestures 'So Insistent is the Demand for
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
Douglas Walker essayed into "ConHigh School Auditorium
Teachers Speaking Both
with No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. in
quests of the Air." and if he will some
Last
'Night.
connect
7:20
to
Fe
e
Santa
as
Leaves
Languages.
day be
good a master of the areo-plani
with 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and
as he was of his subject last
is from the west. Arrives 11:10 p. m.
Julia Jaffa won the gold medal; evening, he will take many a party to
On Tuesday evening. December Tth,
Rogers Fiske the silver medal and the top of Mount Baldy in his air a meeting was held in his city of the
Coughs that are tight, or tickling, Amelia McFie, third mention, in the ship. Eugene Fiske went to ti" .board of triisltees of tlie Snnnish.
set quick and certain help from Dr. spirited oratorical contest of the high Orient for his subject and he spoke American normal .hm.l t El Rim
IT PresiShoop's Remedy. On this account school in the high school auditorium on "China as a Nation."
j
There were present: Hon. I,. B.
Druggists everywhere are favoring Dr. last evening. The winner goes to dent Taft had heard him. he wouldn't Prince, president;
Hon. Malaquias
01
Shoop's Cough Remedy. The tender Roswell after Christmas to represent be puzzled over the question
Martinez,
Col. Van-- i
terin
schools
the
whom
to
Santa Fe's public
send to the Celestial king- ceslao
leaves of a harmless
and Dr. .1.
Jaraniillo,
secretary,
Miss Freda H.
mountainous shrub give to Dr. Shoop's ritorial contest at the meeting of the dom as ambassador.
trustee. As this was the first j
Sloan,
Association
Educational
Mexico
New
on
a subject near to
Wientge spoke
Cough Remedy its curative properties.
to regular meeting since the opening of
every westerner, and especially
Those leaves have the power to calm' this month.
the instiution in September, there was
New
was
of
to
revelation
"Conservaiton a
Mexico, that
The contest
the most distressing Cough, and to
large amount of business to be transbeand what may be gained by it." The
soothe, and heal the most sensitive those who attended, not so much
as to its administration as well
acted,
oration
had
been
well
oratorical
studied
and
of
the exceptional
bronchial membrane. Mothers should, cause
as
finances.
its
To Sufor safety's sake, always demand Dr. ability of one or two, but the general was intelligently delivered.
A. Wood and fie othAlthough the school is not yet three
J.
work,
perintendent
excellence,
literary
freedom
preparation,
with
It
can
perfect
..... :.
Shoop's.
er itistrnrtnrs helpnnfi'M niimTi rf thu
as
class
the
of
and
uiu, ei us huccess is so re- delivery
manship,
babes.
he given to even the youngest
markable that it more than realizes
credit
success
for
contestthe
of
were
a
the
whole.
eleven
There
contest,
Test it once yourself, and see! Sold by
ants, and every one of them acquitted but after all, it is a matter of pride the highest hopes of its originators
s
Co.
Stripling-BurrowIt was to Santa Fe, that it has eleven your..?; and friends. They believed that there
himself or herself superbly.
a difficult matter from just listening men and young women, who can ao was nothing so much needed tor the
to the orations, to pick out those qui themselves so well upon the ros success of the rural schools in which
the great majority of the new gener'vho were best, but the papers had trum.
been graded beforehand and delivery
ation must be educated, as properly
trained teachers raised in the territory
I ldivtiual or Class L3Ssons was only one factor which decided SPLENDID SHOWING OF
SANTA FE COUNTY SCHOOLS. and familiar with its people and condithe rivalry. The judges were Colonel
IN GRAMMAR
George V. Pilchard, Rev. C. F. Lucas
tions, and they insisted that there
Judge A. L. Morrison who graded Superintendent John V. Conway Gives were plenty of ambitious young men
RAYMOND HAACKE and
the orations on thought and composiand women who woud gladly fit themInteresting Account of Recent
Care New Mexican
L.
Bradford
Vicit.
tion, and
selves for these positions if an opporPrince, Rev. I. L. Tyler and Richard
NOTARYPUBLTC
tunity was afforded.
H. llanna who graded the orators on
To meet this want, Hon. L. B. Prince
County Superintendent John V. Condelivery.
Rupert F. Asplund made way returned last evening from a five Introduced in the council a bill to. esthe presentation of medals in a neat days visit to the southren school dis- tablish the Spanish-America- n
normal
and forceful address. The audience tricts, where he went on a trip of in- school, and to use the vacant
building
was not as large as it should have spection, and reports the following:
erected by the territory at El Rito
been although the auditorium was
At
school
No.
7.
district
for
Cerrillos,
the purpose. The hill met with
&
The music by the enrollment has reached 143.
fairly well occupied.
from some who had
strong
the High School Glee Club and by Charles F. Miller is the principal and no faithopposition
in the plan, but was finally
Telephone No 148 Red
Misses Alonzo and Church was of a
Felipe L. Quintana is the assistant. passed, though with a svery small apMRS. OTTO RLTSCH.
high order, and the event last evening They are
doing excellent work; the at- propriation for its opening, and a prowas altogether an entertainment of
tendance
is almost double of other vision that it should not be continued
exceptional merit and interest.
and
it is conceded to be the unless it enrolled twenty-fivyears,
students
&
D. M.
were delivered
All the orations
best term had in this district for in its first year.
very
without resort to paper. The sub- some
The most rigid
was exeryears past. At Madrid, school
Builders and Contractors
ject of the winning oration was "En- district No. 27, the enrollment is G2. cised in obtainind economy furniture
necessary
PLANS & ESTIMATES
thusiasm, the Foundation of Success." Mrs. Ella M.
is in charge, and and supplies, and the school was open
It was delivered by Miss Julia Jaffa her work is Taylor
Furnished oa short notice
very
satisfactory. At ed on September 21st, in charge of
and betrayed careful preparation and
'EMENT WORK a SPECIALTY evident literary ability. The delivery Golden, school district No. 11, Mrs. Mrs. Dixon as acting principal. From
was almost perfect and free from the Florence W. Thompson is the teacher, the first it has been an entire success.
and as she has had charge of this uerore tne end or November over
exaggerations of motion and voice in- school for
the past three years, her thirty pupils were admitted, and they
orator
is
Doors
to which the young
Ornamental
likely
to fall. The subject of the second work is all that could be expected. are of the best class of our people.
and a large daily The best, known of the old families of
prize winner, Rogers Fiske, was "Ir- The enrollment Is 59,
school dis- - "the territory are represented among
rigation," and despite the prosaic attendance. At San Pedro,
No. 17, Miss Anna M. Kays Is In the students, and notably among the
trict
clothin
succeeded
the
speaker
topic,
ing his subject with great interest charge. The enrollment has reached young women who have been enrollthat gave him opportunity for orator- 58, and so well satisfied are the ed. Besides students from all of the
ical fireworks, especially as he dwelt patrons that they have engaged Miss northern counties, there are five puon the beauty, the progress and pros- Kays for the next term. At Hyer, pils from Torrance county in attendpects of Roswell, the Artesian and school district No. 21, Mrs. Cora Car-be- r ance.
So quickly has the good work of the
Dunning is the teacher. She has
Irrigation City. The third oration, by
Miss Amelia McFie, "Masters of the a daily attendance of 34, and is con- - institution been recognized that five
Situation," was a splendid effort and ducting one of the best schools in the of the students have been called away
gave the winners a close rub. In county. At Fairview, school district temporarily to take charge of schools,
fact, it was the judgment of many in No. 31, Miss L. Rose Dunning is in and requests for five more have been
the audience that if Miss McFie's charge, and she is doing good work. At received. These teachers will all reat one
' memory had not betrayed her
school district No. 22, Miss Zoe turn to continue their noraml studies
are made to perfection from our time, she would have secured one of Otto,
E.
Smith
is the teacher, the attend- as soon as the district school sessions
Lumber) because the wood is1 the prizes. A feature of the evening ance is 30, and she is doing excellent are concluded. The trustees had only
and
was an oration on Philippine Com- work. Miss Smith has been
perfect in every particular
teaching prepared for thirty scholars, buying
free from every imperfection of merce by Inego Daza, a Filipino boy in
for the past four years. thirty desks, etc., but at the meting on
district
this
kaots, cracks arid warpings. brought to the United States by Gov- At Stanley, school district No. 10, Miss Tuesday they ordered twenty more in
Curry. Daza is a born oratoT. Lillian Scheck is in charge. The at- order to meet the demand which will
Every foot of it is thorough'y' ernor
some day sway large audiHe
will
so!
and
shrunk,
seasoned, dried
tendance is 54. She is doing the best evidently come during the winter as
oratory. His work done in this district for years. the good work of the institution is
it can be absolutely relied upon! ences with hiswassplendid
well prepared, and
too,
Schock has been offered this more widely known.
by carpenters and builders, and subject,
he evidently knows more about Fili- Miss
archi-tsctwide-awa- ke
s
Another meeting of the trustees will
all sensible,
for the coming school year. At
place
than the average
pino commerce
No. 8, Miss be held at El Rito on the 18th of this
school
district
hereabouts particularly American
Galisteo,
knows about the commerce
mention our Lumber in their of his own country. Jacob Safford, Agnes Rael'is the teacher. The at- mcr.th.
in "Our National Guardsmen," made tendance is 58. The work being done
specifications.
Preventics, the new Candy Cold
an eloquent appeal for patriotism, is very satisfactory, and the teacher
and Cure Tablets, are said by druggists to
patriotism that will do more than is very popular with the patrons
pupils. Miss Rael has secured this have four special specific advantages
school for the coming school term.
over all other remedies for a cold.
Mr. Conway reports that he suffer- First They contain no Quinine, noth- ed a great deal from the cold weather, ing harsh or sickening. Second They
and that he was caught in a blizzard give almost instant relief. Third
between Stanley and Galisteo. There pleasant to the taste, like candy.
Is a great deal of individual mining Fourth A lare box 48 Preventics
OF
work being done in the vicinity of at 25 cents.
Also fine for feverish
Co.
San Pedro, and there's also talk of children. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
the San Pedro Mining and Milling
Company starting active work inside
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
of another month. ,At the Cash Entry
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
mines, every thing is bustling, and the
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
companies are working full force. At
Madrid, there seems to be quite a
Cathedral.
for practical lite under modern conditions. Complete
great deal going on, although he was
Third Sunday in Advent Dec. 12.
told that the company was not workFirst mass at 7 o'clock a. m.
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
ing a full force, but that it would be
Second mass at 9:30. Sermon in
in another month. The towns in the English.
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and in Household EcoStanley valley are not doing so well,
Third mass at 10:30. Sermon in
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculon account of the crop failure. Nearly Spanish.
all of the men have left their families
At 4 o'clock p. m. Vespers and Beneture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
on the farms and have gone to differ- diction.
ent parts of New Mexico and Colorado
Church of the Holy Faith.
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
to work during the winter months.
Morning prayer and sermon 11 a.
for self support.
The people are not discouraged, how- m. Evening prayer 4:30 p. m. Sunever, and declare that they will surely day school 9:45 a. m. F. W Pratt,
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
make good next year,
Missionary in Charge.
Methodist Episcopal.
The superintendent will leave the
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
coming week for the northern school
districts on a trip on inspection. He
Preaching at 11 a. m. Theme: "The
'
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
will visit the following school dis- Basic Principle of the Tithe System."
Senior League at 6:45 p. m.
tricts: Rio Tesuque, No. 2; Rio
No.
No.
14;
Nambe,
26; Nambe,
Preaching at 7:30 p. m. Theme:
Medio,
No. 15; Pojoaque, No. 1; Jacona, No. "The Moral and the Good Man."
1C; San Ildefonzo, No. 9; San Ildefon-zo- ,
Prayer meeting and teachers meetNo. 29; Santa Cruz, No. 18; Los ing Wednesday evening at 7:30.
We welcome you to these services.
Cuarteles, No. 28, and Chimayo, No.

TIME TABLE OF
LOCAL TRAINS JULIA JAFFA

MS

talk, but that

SPANISH

IL

MJBAL
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New Mexico Military
1

SCHOOL

-.

:

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Point of th Southwett."
Ar:uv 03 cers IcUid by War Department.
RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
Armv I:ip-cto- rs

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

ni'Ti for college r for biiltief! life. Oreat
amount of open air work. Haa!iblet! location
of any Military School in the Union. Located

o the beautiful
Pim
Valley the garden
spot of the West at aD e'evatlor. of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Ittie ralu or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructc-s- , all gradueastern colleges. Ten
ates from staidard
heatud, lighted
furnished,
throughiy
buildings,
and modern lr all respects.
A. Cahoon. President; W
REOENTS-- E.
G, Hamlltoj, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A FUyao
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue

address.
W.

COL.

g

In tb
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs
water.
of
these
worldThe
efficiency
tocated in the midst of the Ancient
.'has been thoroughly tested by tb
miles weoi
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
mjraculous cure8 attested to In th
ef Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa f0uOWn diseases: Paralysis, Rheu- Bar-matisrn. Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Fe, and about twelve miles from
anco Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Scrofula,
Grande Railroad. Trom which point a and Mercurial Affections.
dailv line of staee runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Com- The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feeL Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
This resort is attracyear round. There is now a commod- upon request.
ious hotel for the convenience of In- tive at all seasons and is open all
valids and tourists. People suffelng winter. Passengers for Ojo Calient
m. and
from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9
5 p. m., the
at
Caliente
not
reach
are
Ojo
accepted.
contagious diseases,
'Tiese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particular
of alkaline salts tm the gallon, being address:
,
1

j
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FRESH EGGS

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

MILK

SON

0

iLiyl

mm

Proorietor.

CH8it. Tai. Cointy

IS

TO

All

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg ?
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Caaaia. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAFH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

lift

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Duggles, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

Charles W. Dudrow

-

RATES RIGHT.

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

Ew Caspar

CHAS. CLOSSO

Avemra

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

A

OUR MOTTO: To

A. F.

t

Indian and EVlexican
Wares and Curios.
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Oiher Gems.

527 San Franeiseo

Garrison,

WILLIAMS & RISING

.
C.F.LUCAS,
Pastor.

20.

LIVERY & HACK LINE
310

San.Pfancisco St.
Sirries,

Jitfe.

Phone Red

Rip

&

Saiie

Horses

13y

Foley's Orino Laxative is best for
women and children. Its mild action
and pleasant taste make It preferable
to violent purgatives, such as pills,
tablets, etc. Cures constipation. Sold
by all druggists.

It is an admitted tic. mat real estate, financial men and merchants all
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Notice for Puottfation.
Small Holding Claim No. 1235.
Serial 012051. Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1909-Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim under sections
1C and 17 of the act of March 3, 1S91,
(26 Stat., 854), as amended by the act
of

February

.

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO

-

Stat.,

470),

M.

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulation of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be alowed will be given an
opportunity at the
time and place to
the wi
nesses of said claimant, and to offer
evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
above-mentione-

cross-examin-

e

--

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

'

iNonce Tor Kuoiicauon.
Small Holding Claim No. 1895.
Serial 012050. Not' CPal Land.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 apd 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Register or Receiver
U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M., on
December 22, 1909, viz. Pedro Padilla
of Cerrillos, N. M., for tne small holding claim No. 1895, Sees. 9 and 16, T.
15 N., R. 8 E., of the W. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township) viz.:
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jose
Padilla and Cosme Baca, all of Cienega. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
above-mentione-

cross-examin-

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Pecos Forest Reserve.
Not Coal Land.
No. 03943.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.November 23, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Eugenio
Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, N. M.,
who, on Nov. 15, 1904, made Home-

stead entry Serial No. 03943, No. 8151
for the northeast quarter, (NE
section 18, township 14 N., range 11
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
Receiver, U. S. land office, at SanU
Fe, N. M on the 30th day of December, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Isidro Ribera, Antonio Jose Garcia,
Luis Martinez, Agustin Gonzales, all-oMexico.
Lamy, New
"
MANUEL R.' OTERO,
Register.

.vMrs.' Si Joyce, Claremont, N. II.,
wrjtes: "About a year ago I bought.
two bottles of Foley s Kidney Remedy. It cured me of a severe case of
kidney trouble of several years standing. It certainly is a grand, good
medicine, and I heartily, recommend
it" Sold by all druggists.
;

,

FOR SALE A second-han- d
steam
boiler ingbod condition.
It will be
disposed of at very low price. Apply
to the New Mexican Printing Company.

PRiCE

CHRISTMAS

21, 1893, (27

and that said proof will be made before Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico, on December 22, 1909, viz: Ramon Padilla,
of Cerrillos, N. M., for the small holding claim No. 1235, Sec. 9, T. 15 N., R.
8 E. N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his actual continuous, adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Josa
Padilla, Cosme Baca, all of Cienega, N.
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OLD BOY
THE 15 YEAR
business
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SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

man,
years, be a
in
train
to
tim
is
If you have a sen it
your duty
of
benefit
him
the
your
business methods, 10 give
ousiaess experience.
See that he has a bank account while he is grow
one thing thai will give
,cjr up. There is no other
and conception of
hn a e proper insight
business than havirg his own bank accbunt.

of today, will, in

1

ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.

Harding-- .
On New Year's

night the Woman's
Board of Trade will give a dance at
Library hall.
Judge Edward A. Mann cauie un
Albuquerque last night registering at the
A number of theatre parties are being arranged to attend the performances next week of Princess Ronnie.
E. Darling and sister, Miss Pearl
Darling, are here form Denver seeing
tile sights. They are guests at the
Palace.
Report comes from Ios Angeles
that Mrs. R. H. Taylor, a former resident of Santa Fe, was recently married.
Milo Hill, merchant at Espanola, Rio
Arriba county, is in town on a business visit He is registered at the Palace,
R. E. Hecker, assistant U. S. examiner of surveys, has resigned from his
position and within the next few days
will return to his home at Columbus,
Olio.
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The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Yesterday afternoon the Fifteen
Club met with Mrs. Paul A .F. Walter.
The following program was carried
out: Roll call Quotations, Paper on
Education of the B'ind by Mrs. Paleu.
A dialect reading by Mrs. !."rank Pu
Newhazl Current events.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M
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THE VALLEY RANCH
A f anions old Spanish Land Grant

beautifully and historically situated
on the Pecos River 7009 feet above sea
level and surrounded, by pine, and
spruce covered mountains of upwards.
to 13000 ieet with sunshine every day
in the year such as no disease germ
can live In. The greatest health giv26 miUs
ing eowntry In the world.
'
east of Santa Fe.
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The Coming Christmas.
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This of all seasons make mankind more charitable
one to another. The spirit cf chperf ul giving is recognized ia all civilized lands at Yuletide.
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The new Marathon racers, Toy
wagons. Mechanical toys,
Books, English baby

Youngsters

Go-cart- s

Gift

etc.

Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur sets,
Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican

For the
Young Lady
--

drawn work, Handsome jewel
combs, Beautiful bed room slippers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xmas box w riting paper etc
Neckties, Suspenders. Handkerchiefs, Military brush sets, Book-rack- s
in oak or bras?, Shaving
sets, Smokers sets, Night robes,
Pajamas etc.

For Mother Long Camonas, Hand made work
U

0

II, 0.

FOr

Fflth fir

THE LEADING
,

baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy china, Table linen etc.
P,pe8' Ciar humidores, Felt
pen, A Victor or Edison Phono- graph will amuse the whole family

A THOUSAND? OTHER VALUABLE AND
INTERESTING THINGS TO IS ELECT FROM

W. N. TOWNSEND

&

THE RACKET STORE.

,C0.

If you love delicious
Coffee, then for your
own sake try

Chase & Sanborn
'Seal Brand Pare

Coffee'

STiS

YOU'LL SAY ITS THE
FAC
DELIGHTFULL,
COFFEE YOU
EVER TASTED.
rli-h- "

1

In air tight eans whPh
tect Its distinctive flavor,

pro-

also

full line of OHAbE &
TEAS.
We are sole Agents for
Santa Fe.
,

SAN-BORN- .S

J?51

peeial Imas bargains In

. S.

Davenports, Leather Rockers, Couches, Ingrain Carpets, Fiber
Carpet, Axmister Rugs, Mission Dicing Rooms Sets, Mission
Hall Clocks, Japanese Screens, Framed Pictures and Hundreds
of other Appropriate Articles.

La Moda Millinery

HUE a co

Phone Black 78

'FHOIE
EE

PRESEW TS

We have now in stock and are
every day
receiving goods for Christmas.
Wehavo an elegant line of gentlemen's
ties, hose and hose supporters, mufflers
etc. I
For ladies an elegant ine of plumes, rib.
bons neckwear, handkei chitfs, hose, all
kinds of fancy articles,
patterns royal flosses and filo, embroidery
dolls, statuary,
vases etc.
,
We cordially invite every one to call and
look over our stock and we feeJ sure we cm
please you.

Mellow
1st flavor Is so
and Satisfying that you wonder why you have for so long
heen satisfied with ordinary

IF YOU WANT TO GET
WHAT YOU WANT WHEN
YOU WANT IT GO TO

THE CHAS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

a"d

Spoon?,
Furniture Sets.

For the

coffee.

IS BUYIN8

Silver "It

For the Baby

Young Man

8,10;

"

'

hive a splendid array cf servicible things to
You can find here many suggestions, a
froai.
pick
few of which are mentioned below.
We

For the

$6.50

fed western wethers and
yearlings $4.755; fed western ewes
?4.505.40.
IMP
Chicago, Dec. 11. Cattle Receipts
Market steady. Beeves $4
6,000,
8.75; Texas steers $3.804.80; westBest
ern steers $4.257; stockjesrs and
.
s
feeders $3.105.25; cows and heifers
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday $2.105.65; calves $79.50.
Receipts 30,000. Market
Returns Thursday nd Friday. Sheep Native
$3.508.50; western
steady.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
$6.257.65;
?3.755.80;
yearlings
Phone No 23 lambs, native $5.75 8.50; western
F.O.BROWN,
Red
$5.758.50.
Agent

EKULLAUNDBY

etc,

fldluu

steers $3.755.75;
8.50; southern
native
southern cows $2.754.25;
cows and heifers $2.607; stackers
and feeders. $3.255.25; bulls $A
western
calves $3.75(fj8.o0;
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of 4.50;
steers $46.25; 'western cows $2.75
'
the north bound train and arries at
6.
Taos at 7 p. D,
4,000. Market 5
Receipts
Hogs
'
Ten miles shorter than any .other
Bulk $8.108.45; heavy ?8.40
higher.
Good convenient hack and
way.
8.50; packers and" butche'rOSS
n
';'
good teams.
8.45;- light $7.808.30;
pigs ?6.75
!Fu i. to.
Tiling deia to
aa.33.grex CoaaXoataTsl,
500.
Market
Receipts
Sheep

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meet Both North South
Bounds Trains.

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA

HORSEBACK

LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Dec. 11. Cattle Receipts 20,000, including 400 soutnerns.
Market steady. Native steers $5

From

the Household

And Everything for

3--

20.

WOODY'S HACK LINE

!

knives, scissors, razors, Icy hot bottles,
fancy clocks, tool cabinets, furniture,
percolators, chafing dishes, watches,
nut sets, skates, footballs, baseball goods

7--

July 611-2- .
July 42
Pork Jan. 21.80; May 21.4042
Lard Jan. 12.85; May 11.90.
Ribs Jan. 11.871-2- ;
May 11.20.
WOOL MARKET- St. Louis, Dec. 11. Wool unchanged; Territory and western mediums
2429; fine mediums 2125; fine 12

Docs a general A E ST R ACT. REAL ESTATE and mSURANC.E.liusiiness.

iptUjUUU.UU

July

Corn
Oats

REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY

Sporting

i

4;

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

&

We have Rifles, revolvers, carving sets
toy wagons, fancy plates, silverware

MARKET RbPORT

NOW IS THE TIME

for it and can handle

all your wants in the Hardware
goods line.

LADIES Fancy Collars, Back Combs
Grimshaw, Laiuy,
Moore, Grygla,
Church, Bergere, Boyle, Jacobs, McFie,
and Embroidery materials.
Parrott, Ramona Baca, Anita Baca,
MIPS A. MUGLER.
Jaffa, Julia Jaffa; Messrs. C. Curry,
Jesse Nusbaum, Clancy, Pierce, Koch,
Southeast Corner Plaza.
Boyle, Marsh, Otero, Crandell, Fair:
E.
E.
rJ
Safford,
Fiske,
field, J. Safford,
L. Butts, T. Butts, Butts, H. D. Moul- i
APPLES DESTROY TASTE FOR
ton.
STRONG DRINK SAYS PHYSICIAN.
Des Miones. Ia., Dec. 11. D. Samuel Bailey of Mount Ayr, and a promiMONEY AND METALS.
nent member of the National MediNew York, Dec. 11 Call money cal Soicety, before the state horticulnominal; Prime mercantile paper 5GJ tural society declare that apple eating
51-2- ;
Mexican dollars 44; Amalgamkills the taste for cocktails and other
New York
ated S7; Atchison 122
strong drinks. He says it is the meat
Southern Pacific eaters
Central 124
"who become addicted to strong
1311-4- :
Steel
Union Pacific 202
and that fruit eating should be
liquor,
.
91; ptd. 1251-2as a solution of the liquor
New York, Dec. 11. Lead and cop- encouraged
problem.
per nominally unchanged; Silver 52.
The society has indorsed his theory.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 11. Wheat May

119 San Francisco St. 119
O

MB are prepared

vis-

itor to Santa Fe, wah has been general
agent of the Santa Fe at El Paso, Tex.,
has been transferred to the southern
Arizona and northern Xew Mexico diss
trict,
On last Wednesday night John and
Howel Ervien entertained a large num- her of their friends with a dance at
the executive mansion. After the
dancing refreshments were served and
a general social time was had. Among
those who were present were Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Bfshop, Mr. and Mrs. Xathan
Jaffa, Mr. and Mrs. Arhtur Seligman,
Mrs. S. Cartwright, the Misses Foree,

BERGERE, Manager for New Mcxicc

Santa Fe,

Christmas is 'Cominff!

li

tr-o--

'

3

The Card Club met today with Mrs.
S. Suitz.
Mrs. Poniceta Wood and Mrs. F. L.
Jones have gone to Ims Angeles.
Samuel G. Cartwrigtit visited Estau-ci- a
valley iioitits this week.
j
Attorney A. I!. Konehan of Santa
Fe was a visitor in Las Vegas yes
terday.
Invitations are out for a dance to
be Riven Christmas night by Mrs. C.

!(.
9-

-

Catron Block.

PiCE

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE.
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M.

quor Ss made a crime over every Inch
arNo woman can be happy
bWie t;cii ti, American
without children; it is her flag floats."
i'rohibtioD, at the pr ser.t time is in
nature to love them as much
!a
of evolution, but it holds in so-state
so as it ii the beautiful and
luiion
the
elements, the principles that
pure. The ordeal through shall
crystalize and evolve
which the expectant mother into a finally
form of government that shall
must nass is so full of dread that the thought fills her with apprehension. l be basen on the eternal rock of jus- There is no necessity for the reproduction of life to be either
tice, that shall insure for every human
or dangerous. The use of Mother's Friend prepares the system being the best iiossible environment
This for his growth, physically, mentally
fnr ihr rr:minx vrnt. and it is nassed without any danger.
is
YT
and morally.
remedy applied externally.
onH Vtjc rorrii-- thmicanHs: rsf 1
The hone of our nation's existence
fhrrmah fhp rrisis Si T Ktft. in the principles advocated by this
jlies
Ji
cause. It must sever its unholy
with but little sunenng.
lianep with the liauor traffic if it would
coritainine information of value
to all tz?JiU. mother mailed, (w.
live, n must cease offering up one
BRADFIELO REGULATOR CO.
hundred thousand male victims year-Atlanta. Ga.
ly on the altar of this demon traffic.
of insane idiots
.1' top the breeding
criminals, lame, maimed, halt and
blind caused by the infusion into the
W. C. T. U. NOTES.
blood of this insidious poison; stop the

THROW OUT THE LINE.

-

ML &

Si. Louis Rockv

NT.

Give Them Help and Many Santa Fe
People Will Be Happier.

j

!

1

Pccific

Ral

Comoany.

way

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
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H0TELjRRIVALS

!

"Throw Out the Life Line"
The kidneys need help.
They're overworked can't get
Pison filtered out of the blood.
They re getting worse every minute.
Will you help them?
Doan's Kidney Pills have brought
from the verge of despair.
Will cure any form of kidney troub- 'e'
Thomas M. Baca. Cerrillos street.
Santa Fe, X. M., says: "My faith in
Doan's Kidney Pills is just as stron?
today as when I publicly recommended
mem in i'jjz. i was caused much sutfering by backache for three or four
J ears ana inougn i never laia on irom

-

j

that it was all

I could do to attend to
what I was doing. Doan's Kidney
Pills, procured at Stripling. Burrows
& Co.'s drug store, entirely relieved
me and I had no return of the trouble
for six months. At the end of that
time my work brought on another attack of backache. I at once took
Doan's Kidney Pills and they gave me
the desired relief. A medicine that
lives ud to the claims made for it
like Doan's Kidney Pills, deserves the

Palace.
pauperizing and robbery of iu people.
'
'
Xo nation can live and prosper under
Columbus, Ohio; A.
43 a. in-- i
41
C. L. Brown, "Th-- v never fail, who die in a great jthese conditions.
16 p. m.
J.
Westland.
They have never
Denver;
Urrooo
m-'!! a.
Arr
47
cause.
N
(p. m.
M
i done
(I a
Kansas
and the immut
111.
in
Lee
so
(J1MAKKON
Ul
a.
the
Bernstein,
Si.
past,
I.oui.s;
Arr
UK ii. m.
I.v
.
7 40 a. m.
60
Lv
Tin- - block may soak their gore:
E.
nature
have not
God
P.
and
able
of
Thonias,
)'.
Denver;
laws
City;
i. 10 ii. m.
7
ZS
MS
a. di.
7. 28 p. M.
Hfti Un
sodden in the sun: changed. It is the greatest and grandheads
Their
7 00 a. mmay
Pearl
Miss
Denver;
M
Darling,
L'l far
7. 46 (i. Ul.
their limbs
Milo Hill, Ehpanoia: Edward A. Mann,
est cause in the world, and any man
;
A.
A.
He
AlbuqiK-rfjiieN
AlbuquerIn
strung to city gates and castle or woman should be proud to advoKci,
Dawon,
with C. P. & il. W. Ry train No. 124 arriving
(! Connect
walls;
que; A. S. Bonney, St. Josejih.
cate it. It is a sight to make Gods
M.,' 6:15 p. m.
Claire.
N
But si ill their spirit walks abroad. and Angels wonder, and satan smile,
P. ft . W. Ry. train No. 1t3 leaving Dawon,
' Connect with
A. M. Vaughan, DalJaK; L. H. Darto see men advocating and defending
Though vears
l:C& a. m.
Denver; .1. Kalter, St. Louis; O. C. Elapse and others share as dark a an evil, a cancer that is eating out strongest endorsement."
by,
M.
N.
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meet train at Pretton,
For sale bv all dealers. Price 50
s fallow- -: Watson, Pueblo; P. W. Fischer, Adoom,
their life and robbing them of all
C. A 8. Passenger train arrive and depart from De Moine
Foster-Milbur- n
cents.
O. L. Cambrel, El Paso; Th'-Co., Buffalo,
and
tht
lbuquerque;
but
or
BOUND.
deep
chance for happiness here,
augment
SOUTH
NORTH BOUND
Xew
sole agents for the United
Smith
C.
M.
It.
York,
S.
Trinidad;
Folsoin,
a.
m.
9:27
No.
thoughts
sweeping
8,
m.
a.
No. 1, V.0I
States.
Denver.
Which overpower all others and conNo. 2. 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 1:12 p. m.
Coronado.
Remember the name Doan's and
C.
duct
TraeK connection with A. T. A . F. Ry. at Raton and Preeton, with
APPROPRIATIONS
Miles E.
no other.
It.
J.
take
A
Denver;
English.
Cimarron
N.
Freedom."
and
to
M.,
The world, at last,
FOR THE SOUTHWEST.
ft ft. at Oe Moine, E. P ft 8 W at Colfax.
Oroville, Colo.; H. K. Rip-pe- t
Lalfeity,
M.
Byron.
N.
Rv.
at
Cimarron.
Nnrthwitem
Ii. Cbamita; .1. Dice, Walsenburg,
For salary of governor of Arizona,
Cimarron. N. M.,
depot '. r the following point In New Mexico: Oeato, Colo.; William Stewart, Alamosa; W.
"Account, yourself happy, if it be Estimate Made by Departments for
3,500.
(Increase of $500).
Red
and
Lake.
and
Aurora
noble
some
Nayado,
S. Mayer, Dallas; your lot to espouse
(
Government Purposes in New
Manzano;
Dye,
salaries
For
of chief justice of the
Mexico:
In
New
Arroyo
M
Ut Park, N.
depot far following point
cause in the beginning, to
Mexico and Arizona.
territorial
court, and four
Lobo, John Inie, Esiancia; San Martinez, unpopular
supreme
eeco. Arroyo Hondo. Baldy, Black Lake, Cerro, Eliiabethtown,
stand by its cradle, to throw yourself
A. lierrera, Las Truchas.
11.
book
In
Dec.
the
associate
$3,000
each,
and
judges,
Washington,
Tao
Red
River City,
d
Twining.
Tao,
Questa, Ranch
on its broad altar, to see it grow, to
Modern.
of estimates of appropriations for the
'
curW. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
Albuquerque; help it grow, to see it first arouse
George S. Ramsey,
P. i, DEf)MN
fiscal year ending 1911, submitted to
Salary of secretary of territory,
V. C. Hazen, Fort Collins; Owen iosity, then attention, then contempt,
Miss
Passthe secretary of the
V
Gen
Gen
by
Congress
Agent
and
Ylgr
(Increase of $700).
Superintendent
.1.
Brinnon. Standish; W. W. Tipton, 1hen hatred, then fear, then respect, treasury, is contained the following
RATON, N. M Las
RATON. N. M
.
of interpreter and translator
at
RATON.
until
Salary
Vegas; Rochester Ford, Oswego; always growing and growing,
items of interest to the territories of
n the executive office, $500.
and hate and Xew Mexico and Arizona.
A. B. Owens, La Junta; J. S. Casper, last, over prejudice
Raton.
Contingent expenses of the terri
party and old customs and vested inEstimates of appropriations for
tory of Arizona, including not to exterests, the irresistible, current makes New Mexico:
ceed $500 for traveling expenses of
Frisbie
Foley's Honey and Tar is the best its way." Senator Goerge
Salary of governor, $3,000.
the governor while absent from the
and safest cough remedy for children. Hoar, to students of Harvard Univerterri
of
chief
the
justice
Salary of
At the first symptoms of a cold, givej sity.
tcriul supreme court, and six asso- capital on official business, $1,500.
as directed, and ward off danger of j
Legislative expenses, including rent.
"The reader who peruses with intel- - ciate judges, at $3,000 each, $21,000.
croup, bronchitis, sore throat, cold in
of
of
postage, stationery, ruel,
valuable
messenger,
mass
territory
of
secretary
the
Salary
the head, and stuffy breathing. It ligent thought
exlights, printing and incidental
articles and information presented on $1,800.
office
for
transla
for
of
and
pay
Salarv
penses
secretary's
interpreter
to
the
in
time
from
time
ones. Contains no opiates or other I'rohibition
of members and officers of the legisis requested to tor in the executive office, $500.
harmful drugs. Keen always on hand columns of he press,with
Terri
the
of
lature, mileage, rent of rooms for the
expenses
of
Contingent
the
light
and refuse substitutes. Sold by all center his thinking,
tor
to
not
exceed
$000
legislature and committees, furniture,
all these facts, upon the question: tory, including
druggists.
of
the
governor
expenses
stationery, printing, binding, fuel,
traveling
of
to
rid
while
be
worth
'Would it
get
traf- while absent from the capital on of lights and incidentals, $24,250.
the
enormous
this
evil,
liquor
MORAL REFORM WAVE
ficial business, $l,o00.
"
For surveyor geenral of Arizona,
SWEEPS COLORADO SPRINGS. fic?'
For legislative expenses, including $3,000 (increase of $500); for clerks
moment what would
for
us
see
a
Let
Colorado Springs, Colo., Dec. 10.
rent, fuel, light, telephone, ice, wat in his office, $8,000; for rent of office
be the result of such a thing?
er,
stationery, record files, record cas for the surveyor general and expenses,
Spitting on the sidewalk is against
By the confession of the most, conings,
the law hi Colorado Springs and prom
printing, postage, clerks, sten $1,000.
servative, we would be rid, at a stroke,
and typewriter, messenger
inent club women have begun a cru- of
ographers
twenty-fiv- e
For the support and sivilization of
iper cent of all our and
and incidentals in the
sade to punish all offenders. The matporter,
of
the
forty-sicent
the
per
poverty,
Apache and other Indians in Arioffice, for pay of members
ter was officially brought to the attenIncluding
of children, fifty per cent secretary's
destitution
and New Mexico who have been
zona
assem
and
officers
of
the
Robert
legislative
tion of the city council by Mrs.
cent
all crime, and twenty-fiv- e
or
tof
be collected on reservations
per
may
bly, mileage, rent of rooms for the
Ke.rr, representing the Civic League.
of all insanity.
Arizona
in
and New Mexico, $300,000.
and
furniture
measure
legislature
committees,
Mayor Avery's proposed
es-- !
real
this
The
far
facts
transcend
and civilization of
For
the
support
fuel,
binding,
against desecration of the Sabbath re- timate. In the matter of crime, for in-- j stationery, printing,
of
the
Pima agency,
Indians
the
and
$25,000.
incidentals,
lights,
ceived encouragement from the city
stance, a careful investigation made
Terri
For
of
the
surveyor
regeneral
C.
L.
McKesson
atorney. Judge
in Massachusetts shows that crime in
For continuing the work of con
(increase of $500 submitted, $3
ported that an ordinance might be that state would be reduced to an al-- j tory
000; for clerks in his office, $10,500; struction an irrigation system necesf mined expressing the mayor's views.
most negligible factor if the liquor for pay of messenger, stationery
sary for developing and furnishing
It was pointed out that the ordinance
traffic were abolished. But, taking the printing, etc., $1,000.
a water supply for the irrigation of
Dates
with
the
be
in
must
general conservative
harmony
Selling
28.
For salaries and expenses in the of the lands of the Pima Indians In the
estimate referred to,
ct-lwi aiihw.nr
Aviirv
nn
Mnunp
nla
'
j
j
DECEMBER
January
n'l
ask yourself and ask your neighbor, fice of internal revenue collector for vicinity of Sacaton, on the Gila River
said that he did not contemplate ti,'.
would it be worth while to. be rid of Xew Mexico, $15,000.
on
C.ill
or
Write
Indian reservation, in Arizona, $75,-00further Information
framing of "blue laws," but he par- all that?
For support and education of 300
b
&
D.
P.
W.
A
T
to
have the Sunday
SHEA,
ticularly desired
V U MclMIDE, Agent, or
There can be no possible question Indian pupils at the Albuquerque InFor the support and education of
hauling of coal and other commodities about the
SANTA KMC. N. M.
reply. Common sense an- dian school, including pay of super 200 Indians at the Fort Majave Instnpped.
intendent $51,900; for general repairs dian
swers, It Would.
school, including pay of superinMayor Avery developed another new
Then
ask
ask yourself and
your and improvements, $5,000.
$35,100; for general repairs
tendent,
idea by suggesting that the banks of
300
For
and
of
education
support
How? And com-co- neighbor the c'Jstion,
$2,000.
deand
improvements,
on
the
the
interest
city
city pay
Notice for Publication.
sense is just as prompt and clear Indian pupils at the Santa Fe Indian
Engraved cards 4 visit and wed
For support and education of 700
of
balance
The
should
$100,000
poults.
school,
of
including pay
superintend
in its answer. The American people
at the Homestead Entry (Serial OI'.SSS) No
ding invitations a specialty
biing the city some revenue, according can rid themselves of the drink traffic ent, $51,900; for general repairs and Indian pupils at the Phoenix Indian
S087.
office.
Any
school, including pay of superintendio the mayor, and an effort will be
New Mexican Printing
Department of the Interior,
and its results, almost Immediately, improvements, $5,000; for water sup ent, $119,400; for general repairs and
do
to
on
made
will
it
from
the
draw
interest
such
of
V. S. Lund Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
one sanding in need
whenever they are ready to recognize ply,For$1,600.
pay for one special attorney for improvements, $8,000.
November 2G, 1909. banks. The banks may be asked to it for what it is, the supreme political
well to call at this efflce and examine
For support and education of 100
account.
bid
for
tlie
the
Pueblo
Indians of New Mexico,
city's
Nollee Is hereby given that Tlburcio
Haniples. style of work and prices.
Indian pupils at the Truxton Canon
fash- - issue.
of
The
and
a
for
$1,500;
occupants
supposedly
necessary
traveling
Uibato, of Leyba, San Miguel county,
In the day when the honest citizenionable rooming house on South Tejon '
incidental expenses of said attorney Indian school, Including paw of superN M., who. on September 19,
1904,
of this country will deliberately $u00.
ship
Mrs. Anna
intendent, $18,200; for general repairs
were
street
when
surprised
made Homestead Entry (Serial (CtSSSl
turn
back upon frauds and follies,
its
and
of
For
improvements, $3,000.
incidental
was
expenses
general
brought with which
No. 80S7. for SE.
SW.
Sec. 28, Thomas, the landlady,
TAY
it has been ensnared, and the Indian service in New Mexico, in
For
to
general incidental expenses of
into
answer
court
the
to
police
Sc.
E
NW.
NW. 14 NE. 14 of
will determine to use the powers of
of agents the Indian service in Arizona, includSection ;;i, Township 12 N., Range 12 charge of keeping a disorderly house. citizenship for the settlement of real cluding traveling expenses
$1,500.
Mrs. Thomas pleaded guilty and was
ing traveling expenses of agents,
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
not for quarreling about
For the Alamo national forest re
forty-eigIn which to issues, and
hours
given
five
of Intention to make final
the "small dust" of the civic balance, serve. $33,449.
year leave town.
For Apache national forest reserva
when they will adopt the logic of Lin
proof, to establish claim to the land
"
Fcr Carson national forest reserve, tion, $31,414.
(A. T. & S. P. Ry )
in
is
of
hubbub
excitement
a
There
above described, before the Register
coln, "that those who oppose a wrong $28,971.
Garces
For
national
forest
reserve,
over
school
in
Manitou
scandal
a
high
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
One and one third fare for
must quit voting with those who upFor Datil national forest reserve, $19,345.
descore
a
as
of
which
figure
girls
Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of January,
hold wrong," and will have the cour- $42,903.
For Chiricahua national forest re- Several of
votees of Lady Nicotine.
THE ROUND TRIP
1910.
to dare to strike for what honGila
For
age
forest
reserve,
national
serva, $21,131.
them have been brought oefore the
Claimant names as witnesses:
Dates of Sale
est men want, even at the risk of tem $47,484.
For Coconino national forest re
Todosio Lobnto, Adelaido Marquez, Rev. Adna W. Moore, probation officer, porary failure, rather than to keep on
For Jemez national forest resrve, serve, $50,226.
them
of
it
denied
is
that
any
although
Juan Baca, Benjamin Baca, all of
striving for what honest men do not $31,476.
Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30 and 31stFor Coronado national forest re
will be prosecuted.
in that
Lebya, New Mexico.
For Lincoln national forest reserve. serve, $24,212.
want, because it is get-abl-e
is
The
it
of
the
object
investigation,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
hour the American people will begin $20,21S.
For Crook national forest reserve,
Good for Return Jan 3rd.
said, is to fix the responsibility for pro- - to enter into a new civilization in
For Manzano national forest re- $27,712.
Register.
the
mlscuoiis
among
smoking
boys which
DENVER 15 80
poverty and wretchedness and serve, $14,776.
For Kalbab national forest reserve,
After exposure, and when you feel a' and girls, with a view to causing the
For Pecos national forest reserve, $20,400.
the liquor traffic has entail
crime
CO
that
$13
SPRINGS
ComitADO
cold coming on, take Foley's Honey arrest of a prominent business man on
the race for centuries, will be $29,489.
For Prescott national forest reserve,
and Tar, the great throat and lung tne c hai Ke of contributing to juvenile ed upon
PUEBLO 1U,25
For Zuni national forest reserve
and the heights and glories
unknown,
$33,851.
remedy. It stops the cough, relieves delinquency. The business man is said
$19,741.
VIA SANTA FE
For Sitgreaves national forest rethe congestion and expels the cold to have sold the "makings" which led of which no man can prophecy." The
Estimates of appropriations for the
National
Prohibitionist.
from your system. Is mildly laxa- to a cultivation of "the habit" among
serve,
$28,074.
There is just one means of eradi- territory of Arizona:
Sold by the
For Tonto national forest reserve.
tive. Refuse substitutes.
girls. Then again, it is charged,
eradiany vice and that is
all druggists.
$33,111.
the boys have been permitted to fre- cating it. The man who triesbyto save
cating
For Tusayan national forest reserve,
afthe
halls
and
pool
quent
altogether
Notice for Publication.
himself from the drug habith, tobacco
$27,214.
a
moral crusade in
fair has started
(Serial 0821. Not Coal Land.)
habit, coffee habit or any other habil
Roswell N. M.
the town.
Department, of the Interior,
will be using just as IF I FAILT0 CURE ANY CANCER or TUMOR
by
Hexamethylenetetramine
The record of marriage and divorce much'regulation'
Jemez Forest Reserve.
cocain, tobacco or I TREAT BEFORE IT POISONS DEEP GLANDS
The above Is the name of a German
morphine,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. in El Paso county since January 1, coffee a
year frdru now, as he is today. Without KNIFE or PAIN
chemical, which is one of the many
December 7, 1909.
No Pay until Cured.
1909, has been five marriages to one He will be fortunate If he is not
valuable , ingredients of Foley's Kidusing
No X
or o t h e r
NEW MEXICO
Notice is hereby given that Edward divorce. County Clerk E. C. Sheldon more. So it is with the
traffic. . w i n Kay
d I e. An island
ney Remedy. Hexamethylenetetraliquor
McCauley of Jemez Springs, N. M., has compiled a record showing that There is no such thing as 'regulating' plant makes the cure.
mine! Is recognized by medical text
ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE.
EDUCATIONAL MEETING
homeon
515
made
been
this
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licenses
10,
1908,
who,
time
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during
books and authorities as a uricacid
it. Elimination is the only solution of A Tumor, Lump or
of taken out. and 142 applications foistead entry No. 0S24 for NW
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solvent and antiseptic for the urine.
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Anything
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Dec. 23 30
anywhere six months
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130quickly
PAGE
possible.
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BOOK
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The
law
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above
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thousands cured st home.
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a
a
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even
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expert.
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Santa
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The Spanish edition of the 1909
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the law that the
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delivery.
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mm from a source that can b;i
kept under constant scrutiny. Practically the matter comes to this that
ii everybody gets water from our
source, that source can, or should be,
kept under constant observation as
to its purity, whereas if each citizen
has his own source of supply it. becomes impossible for any health officer, or board of health, to be sure
thai, all are free from infection and
we know by bitter experience that
cne source of infection may start an
epidemic that will spread over an en
tire city.
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SANTA FE, N. M.

in

SANITARY NEEDS

onp

FE

Earnest and Instructive Paper
Read Before Board or

Trade
BY

DOCTOR

JMS

A.

ROLLS

Next as to (he food supply.
is very well handled upon
by the national government

tory

Mr. President and Gentlemen:
To obtain a proper .view of this, our j
sanitary needs, it seems to me we
should first of all review the situation
in a general way as it might apply to
any city of this size and then try to
remember what may seem to make
our city exceptional, either from the

o

rt-a-

-

y Suffer ?
Are you one of the thousands of vromcn who
suffer from female ailments? If so, don't be discouraged, go to your druggist and get a bottle of Wine of
Cardui. On the wrapper are full directions for use.
During the last half century, Cardui has been
established in thousands of homes, as a safe remedy
for pain which only women endure. It is reliable,
contains no harmful ingredients and can be depended on in almost any case.

This

the whole

Ml

pure foo
Every Citizen Should Study the law, but it remains for each comRecommendations Made by
munity to look closely to its slaughter

Speaker.

lik"

sh-iu-

1

you a page O!- two of a publication
which the Mau- - of Indiana tr'n to
i
put in; o the hands of every pan-iI
have
in ibis matter.
ul
;,IIm M.''i al otiit r publications
,
FOR UK NT OR SALE A zood
v. lib h andistributed gratis and
15.
J.
Sloan.
in
the
which !l is estimated result,
annual saving f many lives and
FOR RENT After Dec. 15th the
much s ickness.
Second, a fight to th- finish should store room at present occupied by
be put up by tin' authorities against the .eok's Pharmacy. Low rent, long
ciaiu'eM ine prostitution and street so- lease. J. M. D.
liciting, b has been (Miniated that
very few young nun take their fi - t
WANT HI) A ;.. rk for a general
step by deliberately going to
stoti; at once. M is' be a good salesalino.--t always th
is man,
brothel:
way
speak Knsili.-l-i and Spanish and
paved by some street adventure.
have a thorough knowledge of the
Lastly an nutmpf should be made dry goo. is trade. Impure at this
to give the young men something else
to do and to think about. It. is being
realized I thin!; more ;ind more that
NORTH I'OLK discovered by Amerthe way to achieve any real eood is
not by saving don't do this or that, but icans, f'ook's own s'ory and Peary's
Coby pointing out a better course. In si edition. Of thrilling interest.
this way has sprung up the church ins; like wild fire. Outfit, free. Big
association work, the reading rooms, terms. Act quiet;. Xiegier Co., 2f.T
card rooms, billiard rooms, athletic Four' h St Philadelphia.
organizations and I believe most potWANTED Young nun to learn auent of all, because best organized and
broadest in chaiaeter the V. M. ('. A. tomobile business by mail and preI
have talked with a i: umber of the pare for positions as chauffeurs and
young men of this town and it Would repair men. We make you expert in
surprise a good many oi you to know ten weeks ; assist you to secure posihow much they regret that we have tion. Pay big; work pleasant; deriot such an organization. As some mand for men
;;reat; reasonable;
of them have said to me with only the write for particulars and sample leschoice of Staying in our rooms or son.
Empire Automobile Institute,
meeting at the poor man's club Rochester, N". M.
(meaning the saloons), how do you
expect us to pass the evenings. There
residWANTED SALESMEN-Xo- w
has been some talk of a commercial ing outside of Santa. Fe to sell a generclub and board of trade building that al line of
strictly high grade groceries
would give facilities for social enjoy- to
hotels, farmers, stockmen and othment, besides acting as a business er
larrje concerns. Our goods are
center. Could not tins idea be ento comply with the nationguaranteed
larged so as to include a gymnasium al as well as all state pure food laws.
and a swimming pool? If sj it would No
investment; commissions advancenlist support both of a temporary
and permanent character from a large ed; experience unnecessary. Liberal
income assured honest, energetic men.
part of our population and would add Write
today for particulars. John
one more decided attraction to our;
j Sexton
& Co.,
Wholesale Grocers,
city.
Lake and Franklin Sts., Chicago.

l

houses and milk supply. Several cf
the worst, epidemics of scarlet fever
been
and typhoid on record have
traced directly to an uninspected
milk depot and the number of deaths
during the
among young children
summer months from this cause is
enormous.
Under the second heading comes
the removal of garbage and excreta
and the isolation of contagious dis- -

It Will Help You
Charles
of

Mrs.
Sweetser, Ind., tried Cardui. SHe
Bragg,
writes: "Tongue cannot tell how much Cardui has done for me.
Before I began taking Cardui I could not do a day's work. I
would work awhile and lie down. I Bhall always give praise to your
varum.
usvumjULlv

iM-r-s-

j

h'-I'-

tyre-writer-

-

r-

!

standpoint of its natural environment
or from any lack of sanitary precau- - fases.
1
As to the removal of garbage it is
tions by its citizens.
beA good many years ago I was as- ordinarily done as in Santa Fe by
sistant medical health officer of a ing deposited by each householder
AT ALL DRUG STORES
modern city of about ten thousand in- - in a covered tin and later removed
was
of
removal
carts.
rather
The
excreta,
as
this
and
habitants
city
by
exceptionally well governed I shall however, is a different matter and
outline our general plan of campaign, like the water supply has a pretty
We had a board of health consisting r.n!form history in all cities. First, to pay
any public spirited physician risk by visiting a bawdy house and
of three aldermen who in turn select- - there is the period during which each
for
cess
diligently to the simple the second is the prevailing idea that
Then
attending
and
with
house
has its private
pool.
ed a medical health officer
this simple organization as a starting as the houses get closer together and duties enumerated in this paper- as it is only once in a while that some
point we tried to put in force three the yards smaller, it becomes evident W(n as for acljn as a coroner and foolish young man becomes infected
general propositions: First, to allow that there must be a limit to this and lhug avoiding the repetition of the and that perhaps after all it serves
nothing to enter the city that would a resort is often had to the dry pan ijiuntlers ma(je in the Montgomery hin very well right. I do not hesitate
be apt to breed disease. Second, to method, but botn of these are disgust- case last fall, (the school board might a minute to sav that each of these
remove rrom tne city as rapimy as nig anu in me enu il uas ueeu iuuuu also arrange or examination of the beliefs is as far from the truth as one
I can reasonably get. I don't propose
possible anything essential to city that a system of sewers is the only chndren in the I)ubic schools.)
life that would in turn be a menace to way of keeping a city free from thia honestlv believe that it would pay t0 gloss over this part of the subject.
this city t0 economize with their ex--! i take it that everv man here is in- public neaitn ana tnira, 10 uissemi- musi pionuc cause oi urease.
I need say nothing regarding the
nate as broadly and thoroughly as
fo nolice protection garb-- terosted in the sanitary condition of
en ,:,
possible among the people such com- - reporting and quarantining of conta- age removal, attorney's fees, etc., and this town. I will say, therefore, that
mon knowledge as to the origin and g'ous diseases as you are all familiar employ a competent medical health owing to an entire absence of those
The old fashioned way of dosing a y,.ar during November was consider-weaI wish,; officer. We are all in the habit of factors which in most
as with the approved method.
nature of contagious diseases
cities warn
stomach, or stimulating the aUv greater than during the month
would prevent him from needless risk however, to emphasize the third point considering our taxes high enough, young men and women of tht nature Heart or
Kidneys is all wron. Dr. 3uSt closed.
namely, the dissemination of common but if any tax payer thought that a and danger of venerial disease (I reand exposure.
first
pointed out this error.! The amount of sunshine was large,
Snoop's
Simple as these three propositions knowledge as to the nature of certain dollar or two extra would save the fer to a campaign of education and This is why his
prescription Dr. especially in the south and the west
mav seem to you they cover nearly contagious diseases. This is onn oti life of his child how gladly would to such excellent organizations as the
Restorative
is directed en- - counties. Winds of the month were
Shoop's
every point that conduces to health, the most important factors in the he pay it, and yet it is a fact that Y. M. C. A.) we have in Santa Fe a
to
cause
of
the
these ailments
ijght to modeate, and no severe storms
either in the individual or in the city sanitation of a city and it is year by tne diversion of some this money for most alarming condition of al?irs. tirely
nerves.
or
the
inside
weak
,
or gaes occurred. The prevailing
controlling
more
made
of
by enlight-- the employment of a medical health The lowest estimate that. I have
for as a matter of fact the prevention year being
isn't so difficult, says Dr. Shoop, to rection was from the west,
of disease in a community is in many ened boards of health. The aim is 0fftcer or ne raising of a small extra heard from any local physician, and
a weak Stomach, Heart or!
Temperature.
ways doing on a larger scale only of course to instruct each individual fund fol. that in,rpose would result in they are the only men able to judge, strengthen
The mean temperature for the terri- what we try to do in preventing dis- - in the community how best to avoid the annuai saving of not one but many is that a large per cent of all the Kidneys, if one goes at it correctly.
ease in the individual. For instance, trie dangers or scarlet lever, aypn-- ; lives amoug them may cr may not young men in Santa Fe have at least Each inside organ has its controlling tory, determined from the records of
ii any one or us woum anow iioiiiing meim, iuuv;uiu0, eiu., aim uiol, aim be my chil(i or yours, passing from one form of venerial disease before or inside nerve. When these nerves 03 stations having a mean altitude of
fail, then those organs must surely about 5,000 feet, was 45.2 degrees, or
to enter his body out pure wnoiesome pernaps niobt mipoi cam. oi an, me
jack in the line of general
they reach the age of 21 and many of
and water and pure fresh air; danger of venerial disease. I can-- ! lganij!atjon to tne var0lis steps in them have been repeatedly infected. ' falter. These vital truths are leading 2.3 degrees above the normal, and 4.1
would attend to the proper daily not, of course, begin to tell what each san;tation noted above, I would say, I regret to add, although it is more druggists everywhere to dispense and degrees above the mean of November,
cleansing of his body and removal of city is doing in this line, but I have as far as I know, there has been no difficult tn cive fisrnres that, a verv recommend Dr. Shoop's Restorative. 1908. The highest local monthly mean
escreta, and would use ordinary pre- - here a more or less complete list of sickness due to the city water, but 'large number of our young girls are Test it a few days, and see! Improve- - Was 53.8 degrees at Tularosa, and the
cautions in avoiding contagious dis- - the publications of the Indiana state at the same time this is due to the also victims. This is bad enough, but nient wil1 Promptly and surely follow, highest recorded was 85 decrees at
Co .
eases, his chances of his living a board which will serve as an illustra-lon- care of the company and not to any the matter does not rest here. These Sold by
Tucumcari on the 4th. The lowest
and healthy life would be in- - tion.
local monthly mean was 28.8 degrees
supervision on the part of the city. young men marry, and their wives becreased probably 100 per cent, and so
Having in the above crude manner We have as you all know, a most ex- come infected, and later on the sins GENERAL CLIMATE
at Hopewell, and the lowest recorded
it would be with men in the aggregate sketched the general plan upon which ceptional condition for the supply of of the parents are visited upon the
SUMMARY FOR NOVEMBER, g
degrees below zero on the 16th at
if a city were so cared for.
jn any average city the lives of its pure water to our city and one which children. It has been estimated that
Red River canon. The greatest local
Taking up the three headings above citizens are cared for I invite your ifproperly conserved
will bring us 75 per cent of all operations perform- The Month Was Warmer and Had range in temperature was 71 degrees
noted in order as they occur, under attention to our local conditions and hundreds of residents who hesitate ed upon women are due to this cuse,
at Logan and Red River canon, and
Less Precipitation Than the
s
the first the three most important ask you to consider how near we on this very score to locate in
that 25 per cent of all cases of blind
Averane at Santa Fe.
the least 51 degrees at Santa Fe; the
are (1) the water supply, (2) come to conformity to this standard boring cities. Our water comes from ness likewise come from this source
daily range 57 degrees at
greatest
the food supply, (3) the quarantine or what is more important, how near a mountain stream absolutely uncon-janthat one in every five of
finally
on the 4th. The average
Bloomfield
Section Director C. E.
of the
against contagious diseases. In con- - we can come to it. I find upon look-- taminated from its source to its reser-ial- l
the citizens of the United States U. S. weather bureau at Linney
were: No. 7
for
districts
the
Fe
has
Santa
nection with the water supply fhe his- ing into the law that we have an ap- - voirs by a single human habitation are to some extent victims of venerial
46.2
degrees; No. 8 (Pecos and
the followin-- climatic sum- east)
tory of almost every hamlet in this proved start for an organization as and if we do not take care of this Infection. (In France the percent,
44.7 degrees; No. 9 (west-Rio
Grande)
of
month
just past:
or any other civilized country has the compiled ordinances of 1900 pro-- priceless asset it will be to our ever-- is much higher).' It is a eood thine mary the
45.0 degrees.
ern)
been the same and wise men learn vide that, the mayor, city clerk and lasting regret. It is a fact, that has to fight against political dishonestly
aver
of
month
The temperature
the
Precipitation.
from history.
The first settlers ot two members of the council shall con- - been repeatedly demonstrated that a but as a matter of nractiral imnnrf- - age considerably above the normal
The
average
precipitation for the
even
wens
tne
ot
wnicn
a
lnnamiants uug
stitute
board
health with ample; simple individual who has recently ance I would far rather have ten men Only twice in the last 15 years has the
from the record?
determined
most ignorant keep as far as possible powers to act for the welfare of the recovered from typhoid camping on steal $1,000 each from our county month shown a higher average tem- territory,
from cess pools, manure piles and city. Here, however, the matter ends the hanks of a stream can so infect funds than have mv child or yours perature for the territory 4C.5 in of 127 stations, was 0.57 inch, or 0.36
inch below the normal and 0.28 inch
La- as the most important factor in the the entire water
other sources of contamination
I 1897, and 46.4 in 1901. With the
supply as to start needlessly infected witn disease.
uu, as uib yupuiauun increases, case, me meuical neaitn omcer is a widespread epidemic in any city should like to see a city physician ap- - warmth a decided shortage in precipi- - below the average of November, 1908.
The greatest monthly amount was 2.47
and houses get closer and closer to-- missing. Investigation shows that supplied from that source,
e
pcinted after being nominated by and tation occurred. While a much
at the railroad station at Tuinches
sogether, it is found that the surface th cause given for the
er average has occurred before,
As to tne removai 0 gith from tht
responsible to the medical
and the least nothing at 1G
cumcari,
soil gets more and more contaminat- - ment of such an officer is lack of
nothing but our enormous nat- - ciety. I should like to see a sewer notably in 1897 (0.06), 1903 (T), and stations, while 12 additional reported
ed and that first one well and then funds. I wish to register my opinion city
in the way of natur- system installed and a closer wafch 1904 (0.20), nevertheless the dryness
ural
in
another which for years had yielded to the effect that this is not a good aj advantages
maximum sunlight and kept on cases of contagious disease, was serious. The storm of the 27th to but a trace. The greatest amount
dTainage,
24 hours was 1.20 inches at
me purest oi waier nas uecome a anu sumcient reason, tms city nas
any
more
immediately pressing than 30th, however, relieved the situation in
air has made tne present state but
source of typhoid or other disease and in hand an inc'ome of about $6,000, dry
on the 28,29th. The aver
Our pres- - all these, and I believe productive of the north half of the territory, and
of affa;rs even tolerable
a final resort is always had to a sys- which will probably be increased next ent ublic
was 4.9 inches. The aversnowfall
age
ormore
to
I
should
see
an
like
good,
mayor, Mr. Sena,
gave a good average to the northeast
tern of piping from one or more reser- - year to $10,000. Three hundred dol- - hao ,,nnp a spirited
age number of days with 0.01 inch or
crpat deal hv msistine on ganized effort for the suppression of counties especially.
more precipitation was three; average
voirs, situated above the city and fed lars out of this fund would be enough tne garDage removal, but we need a venerial disease.
The warmest weafher of the month
sewer system instead of cess pools.
As to what form this effort should of curred from the 1st to the 10th, but number of clear days 19; partly cloudy
If there is to be any delay in this re- - take I can assure you that it is most a second period, the 19th to the 25th, 0, cloudy 5. The district averages are
spect let us at least have pure water difficult to say. Here is one of the also gave several warm days. Two as follows: No. 7 (northwest) 1,2(5
supplied to every family. It is bad places where the veneriai health off- cool periods also occurred, the first inches, snowfall 9.9 inches; No. 8 (Peenough to have the filth go into the icer fails because if he be too lenient from the 12th to the 18th, and the cos and Rio Grande) 0.34 inch, snowground on which we live but alto- his inspection of the brothels gives second from the 27th to the close of fall 3.5 inches; No. 9 (western) 0.10
gether too bad that it should come ou.y a urn reeung or saieiy to rne the montn Tne 30th was probably tne inch, snowfall 0.6 inch.
back to us again in the shape of we!2 habitues, and if he be as strict as he coldest
depends upon the heater how
day of the month, although the
A Policeman's
water. The isolation of contagious should be he disqualifies practically
Testimony.
local readings were recorded
lowest
constructed whether it gets all
J. N. Patterson, night policeman of
diseases and the disinfection of hous-- ; every public woman, with the result
inon
in
the ICth and 17th
many
es is being very well carried out (and that the houses are closed and
Nashua, Iowa, writes: "Last winter
the
or only some of it.
stances.
I had a bad cold on my lungs and
again I cannot say too much for destine ' prostitution
their
takes
Two periods of precipitation occur- tried at least half a dozen advertise- If the heater is a
the efforts of Mr. Sena), and taken places. I have not time tonight to
with the attempt of the Board of go into this subject as fully as 1 red, the first, from the 10th to the ed cough medicines and had treat- Trade to limit the danger of tubercu- - f should, but will only say that the lutb, was mostly connned to tne north ment from two physicians without
e seconn,
losis by their campaign against ex-- greatest students of this nhase cf san- - and the east counties:
getting any benefit. A friend recom- was
30th
from
the
27th
the
most,v
t0
mended Foley's Honey and Tar and
us
in
itation have come to the following
public places, puts
pectorating
of a bottle cured me. T
cn a fairly good footing. I wish, conclusions. No sane young man or confined to the north half of the tern- however to make two suggestions young woman would willingly take tory- In the first a few thunderstorms consider it the greatest cough ' and
here and these are, first, that no pub-- j the risk of ruining his or her health occurred and the precipitation, mostly lung medicine in the world." Sold by
lie funeral should be held without a or career in life, as they do every rain- was li&ht and scattered. In the all druggists.
Smokeless
with
Device)'
(Equipped
certificate from the physician who day, if they were fully aware of the second the precipitation was heaviest
NOTICE.
conducted the case, or from the city, imminence of the danger of infection, in the northeast counties and was
the raising of the temperature is
In the matter of the estate of Wil- if no doctor was employed, j and the possibilities for lasting harm, largely wet snow. The south and the
physician
certain.
to the effect that death was not due to j which these diseases hold.
west counties were almost without pre- - liam H. Hough, in the Probate Court
a
that
contagious disease, and second,
Tn otlier
Turn the wick as high or low as
is knowledge cipitation, or at most but a fraction of for Santa Fe county.
'
if a child is absent from school on which these wor(js jt
Notice is hereby given that on the
young people need and tne normaJ amount and the apparently
it will go- - there's no danger, no
account of sickness, other children it ig by SUppying this knowledge that fair averaSe for the territory is due to third day of January, 1910, at the
from the same house or this same most can
smoke, no smell just an emphatic
be done towar(i making out tne Sod average in the northeast hour of ten o'clock a. m., on said day;
child upon his return to school, should
counties. In many ways the precipi- Drefee Brothers Company, a corpora- clean in mind and body
raising of temperature. The
peopie
not be admitted without a similar;
tation was similar to November, 190S, tion, will apply to said court for the
1)V
!(1pn
nT1)ld(v
cir,,,
t
n.f tCntn T
puysiciaus weie of three of the practiCal ways in although the average snowfall last appointment of an administrator of
suppnea witn attie printed sups re--; whifh these diseases are bei ng f ought
the estate of William H. Hough, dequiring only their signature, both in snmo nf nnr.
ttiaC!
vnvoroA
ceased, and that at such time and
jt
is a permanent check upon carelessness, making the heater
With SUr-- i
B
any person interested in said esFirst, the young men and women 11
safe in the hands of a child. Burns nine hours with one
tate may oppose said application, it
should be taught systematically cer
I have now come to the point where tain plain and
"Having taken your wonderful
choose.
wholesome
trutths
filling, heats all parts of a room quickly.
three month3 and being entirely they
1 think
be
can
most
about sexual matters just as they are cured for
GEORGE W. ARM I JO,
perhaps
good
of stomach catarrh and dyspepsia,
done, largely because practically noth- - taught algebra or geography or a
font. Damper top.
Oil indicator tells amount of oil in the
Probate Clerk.
ing at all has been done, and that is hundred other things not nearly so 'Cascarets for their wonderful composi
Cool handle. Aluminum window frame. Cleaned in a minute.' Finished
in regard to the dissemination of. useful to them. This instruction tion. I have taken numerous other so- The New Mexican can do printing
Nickel or Japan. Various styles and finishes.
common knowledge regarding infec- - should undoubtedly he begun in .the called remedies but without avail, and I
equai to that done in any of the large
tlous diseas3s and nfore particularly home before the age of ten and con- - find that Cascarets relieve more in a day cities. Our sojicitor, every piece --of
Every Dealer Everywhere. If Not at Yours, Write for Descriptive Circular
to the Nearest Agency of the
regarding the prevalence and danger tinued in the schools as the children than aU the others I have taken would in wcrk we turn out. Try our stock
of
venerial disease. There are two get older. I understand that today at a year" Mer-Citv" N T
once and you will certainly come
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
t LJ
reasons for apathy in this mat- - Leland Sanford mixed classes of
main
?' Good.V again. We have all the facilities for
(Incorporated)
Taste
Potent.
Palatable.
Pleasant,
ter. The first Is that each of us is young men and women are taugh
Do Good. Never Sicksn. Weaken or Gripe.
turning out every class of work, In50c. Never sold in bulk. The
apt to think that he is In no personal sexual hygiene just as they are taugK 10c, 25c,
cluding one of the best binderies In
tablet itamped C C C. Guaranteed to
S13
danger unless he chooses to take the mathematics, and with the most salu- core or your money baci.
the wost.
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at Ancho, while drunk, shot a fellow cause the members request that oiti- - AWARD COURT
e.uploye in the back and that the Zf.ns of Santa Fe buv their tickets at
HOUSE CONTRACTS.
wounded man is dying. The negro the Spitz store and "that they buy as
whs taken to Jicarilla for a hearing many as possible.
The tickets can
(Continued From Page Two.)
(Continued from Page One.)
before Justice of the Peace Norten.
be exchanged for reserved swats at
Robbed of His Clothes While Drunk Fischer's drug store.
Big Land Deals Northern parties)
tion because of the splendid taste
fuan Soto, while gloriously drunk I
have bought 1650 acres at Artesia,
Masons Elect Officers shown in the selection and because
Albuquerque
a
at Bisbee, laid down to sleep in
Kddy county, for $132,600.
At the regular meeting of Rio of the great amount of money saved
When he awoke he discover- Grande
gutter.
of.
teet
Taos
at
Five
Snow
Heavy
Chapter No. 4, Royal Arch Ma- the Territory, in securing everything
he had been robbed of every
snow are reported from the higher ed that
at
sons,
Albuquerque, the following of- at such reasonable prices. The counstitch of his clothing. He had a narTaos
ficers
were
of
county.
elected: C. O. Cushman, ty commissioners believe that in the
sierras
row escape from freezing to death
J. A. Miller.king; Charles furnishing of the court house Selig-ma- n
Fell From a Tree Charles O'Hara, and i& threatened with
high
priest;
pneumonia.
Brothers Company will do equal
Las
E.
at
a
tree
12
I.xwber, scribe; A. J. Maloy, treasyears, fea from
aged
New School Houses in Dona Ana
as well and feel that the county
ly
H.
B.
and
PilGraces and broke several ribs.
urer,
Braun,
secretary.
County At Mesilla, on January 5,
No. 3." Knights has made an excellent deal.
Come for some of those good pies, ground will be broken for a new $10,- - grim Commandery,
of the chairs
With the
cakes and bread, at the
Templar, at its last meeting elected for visitors inexception
000 school house; La Union is erect-room which
court
the
TuesM.
E.
church
sale at St. John's
ins a new building to cost $2,500; An- the following officers: Paul Teutsch, will be of five ply birch with steel
day afternoon. December 14th.
thony is to have a new school house eminent commander; P. G. Cornish, frames and iron supports the furni
Isto cost $2,000, and La Mesa intends generalissimo; C. O. Cushman, captain ture will be of white
Only Seven Votes Against Bond
quartered oak
sue Luna county this week by a vote to issue $10,000 for the same purpose. of the guard; A. J. Maloy, treasurer, with
wax finish. The
hard
oak
golden
for
of 309 to 7, voted to issue $25,000
School Board Rents Corner Prop- and H. P. Braun., secretary.
style will be colonial. in.; close harhas
the erection of a court house at
erty The board of education
mony with the style of the new court
rented to Miss Ida Astler from month TWO LARGE INCORPORATIONS.
house building. AH of the furniture
Masonic Meeting Tomorrow after to month at $25 a month and subject
is massive and of a very substantial
noon at three o'clock there will be a to the option given the De Vargas
kind. The selection was made with
(Continued From Page One)
t..e utmost care and is certain to
special meeting of Lodge Chapter Hotel Company, the building formerly
Council Consistory, A. & A. Scottish occupied as a public library, at the
make a most imposing appearance.
coiner of Lincoln and Palace avenues. pie attended, not only from Chicago,
Rite.
The upholsftering will be of the
Tomorrow
New
Stations The but' many- towns - irbtn the central very best leather which will add
No Preaching Services
at the First Presbyterian church there local weather bureau under the direc- states. The people are intensely inter- greatly to the richness of appearance.
will be no preaching services, but as tion of Section Director C. F. Linney ested and the good that will result to The desks are all of the latest saniusual the Sunday school will meet as has been authorized to establish co New Mexico can hardly be measured tary r,oll top kind. The chairs for
will the Christian Endeavor.
operative weather stations ancl. in- in dollars and cents.
the jury are of the swivel kind with
Vote At ;Lake stall rain and snow gauges at Picacho,
Not a Dissenting
New Meiiicp iSto be" 'congratulated high backs, the chairs to be fastened
Eli (la, Roosevelt for' the
county;
Arthur, in the lower Pecos valley, an Lincoln
good showing made here. The yecuiely to the floor.
issue of $20,000 in bonds for water county, and at Pass Monte, Union display of products s well arranged
The vault doors selected are of the
works and street improvements was county.
stream of latest make, the manufacturers of
and attracted
Train Report The Denver and Rio people to
voted .without a dissenting vote.
your seotion. Messrs. Hen- - them having a wide reputation in
He'Won Bad Check By Gamblin- g- Grande and the New Mexico Central ning, Stroup and other. New Mexico their line of work.
....
Charles Lamson in durance vile at are reported on time. The Santa Fe representatives,
The contracts for window shades,
were " indefatigable
'Albuquerque for passing a bad check trains are reported as follows: No. 2, workers and managed to keep your carpets and electric light fixtures, as
explains that he won the check while at three o'clock: No. 3, at 6:50; stub country in the limelight all the time.
well as contracts for a number ot
.playing "seven up" in an Albuquer-- ' So. 1, on time; regular No. 1 and No.
You have every reason to feel well minor matters have not yet been
7 to reach Lamy at 10 p. m.; No. 8,
que saloon.
satisfied for time and money spent to made, but the matter will be taken up
Important Rehearsal Tonight To- at Lamy at 10:30; Nos. 4 and 8, on be represented at this exposition, as "by the board at a later time.
'
night at the Nusbaum residence, on time.
it will come back to New Mexico
tie Was Playing the RacesThe El
j
TAFT ORDERS KNOX JQ
Washington avenue, there will be a
many times over.
j
.
TAKE UP COOK CASE.
very important rehearsal of Princess Paso Herald says tnat R. E. Patton,
Yours
truly,
Bonnie. No one is excused and all are a merchant at Carrizozo,
recently
C. L. SEAGRAVES,
expected to report promptly at seven from Butler, Pennsylvania, has deGeneral Colonization Agent.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 11. Presa
unknown
for
parted
leaving
parts
o'clock.
ident
Taft's attention was called toThe Ladies Aid Society of St. number of creditors who are said to
to
the case of William Cook, the
day
John's M. E. church will give their an- hold worthless checks against him. MILLIONAIRE'S SON
American
conductor, who for a long
KILLED AT TRINIDAD.
nual sale of aprons, fancy work and When last seen, Patton was playing
time has been in prison at Guadalathe
races
reat
Juarez.
and serve lisht
jara, Mexico, on the charge of larceny.
Bully for Arizona Says the Westfieshments for only 15 cents Tuesday
Lebeau, S. D., Dec. 11 Dodge Mc Representative Hinshaw, of Nebraska,
ern
courts
held
have
Liberal:
"The
14th, at the
afternoon, December
Kenzie, son of Murdock McKenzie, the took the matter up with the President
that the
law passed by millionaire
church.
cattleman
Trinidad, at the solicitation of the Order of Raili
Will Hold Annual
Meeting On the Arizona legislature means what Colo., was shot and killed this mornway Conductors. The President referit
H.
B.
Smith the chairman
j next
Thursday night in the office of of says.
ing in this city. "Bud" Stevens, who red him to Secretary Knox, telling
of
of
the
board
Yavapai
New
supervisor
the Secretary J. E. Wood, the
did the .shooting has been arrested. Hinshaw to ask the secretary to make
Mexico Society for the Friendless will county, who is by vocation a faro The affair caused great excitement.
a statement of the case.
hold its annual meeting, hear the dealer, has been convicted in the dis- Friend of Roosevelt.
with several othtrict
court,
together
and
elect
of
various
reports
reading
NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS.
and fined. The judge says tbe
Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 11. Murdock
its officers for the ensuing
The annual meeting of the shareWill Unveil Monument Tomorrow law is a good one and that, the next McKenzie, the father of Dodge, killwill be followed by a jail ed today, is at Lebeau. He was for- holders of the First National bank of
evening at Las Cruces, the Woodmen conviction
merly president of the National Live- Santa Fe, for the election of a board
of the World, will unveil a monument sentence."
He is now head of directors for the ensuing year and
to the late Elias E. Day. The Wood- "Princess Bonnie Tickets Begin stock Association.
men camp at El Paso, Texas, will par- ning Monday the Woman's Board of of the Matador Land and Cattle Com- for the transaction of such other
the Princess Bonnie pany. He is a personal friend of business as may properly come be-- ,
will
ticipate in the ceremonies and Judge Trade on place
sale
at
the Spitz jewelry President Roosevelt and is the best, fore it, will be held at the banking
tickets
A. S. Eylar of El Paso will deliver
store.
of known cattle man in the southwest. house, Santa Fe, N. M., on Tuesday,
As the Woman's Board
the oration.
on
A brief message was received by the January 11th, 1910,. at 3:30 o'clock
to
commission
receive
a
is
Trade
Probable Killing at Ancho Report
JOHN H. VAUGHN,
comes to Carrizozo that a negro in all tickets sold and as the amount family announcing the death of the jp. m.
Cashier.
the employ of the cement company "realized is to be used for a worthy son.
home-cooker-
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Grocery

g

'

Bakery

i

INTERESriNQ PRICES

9
6
7

;

25c
BARS GOOD LAUNTDrlY SOAP
"
25c
" PEARL WHITE
25c
" DIAMOND "C"
Every ona koowns what the Diamond "C" is

j

POTATOES

ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST
100 lbs for
25c
15 lbs. for
1909 Walnuts and Almonds per lb. - APPLES $1.75 PER BOX
Winesaps, Jonathans, Northern Spy and Winter

1;30

20c

-

M.

home-cooker-

Blush

THE ONLY BAKER f
Where you can get anything you want, no cheap
stuff, we use only the best of everything in our
Bakery.

.4.

F. Andrews,

Phone

No.

g

,

4

J

year,

j

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY

"OUR WORK IS BEST"
Our Specialty Good
W.

H.Kerr

Atrc

;

Santa Pe

Work and Prompt Service:
Paone

122

Red

Artistic Tailoring

1

I

b

SSSgr0 Monday Dec. 13th.
n -- TiL THRUSDAY DEC. 16.

ou all know our reputation
If in
making ready made clothes
Be sure when you order a
suit made that your tailor is a
This statement
man of sense.
can be used as sensible admonition at any time judging from the
number of men we see wearing
ill fitting, poorly tailored clothes.
It would not be out of place
if it were posted in the inside of

their hats.

NATHAN

Mil f Vk :

Perfect Fitting Clothes Can Be Had

here are no clothes troubles
our cutters and tailors
are skilled artists. The clothes
they make fit correctly and are
tailored perfectly.
Our woolens are beautiful and
our prices are not lofty in any
":r i"'
degree

$18.50 to $50.00
O'coats from $17.50 to $35.00
Trousers from $4.50 to $10.00
Suits from

If you appreciate good Tailoring let us have
'your measure and we will guarantee to have
it here before Xmas.

Test our ability you money back if not satisfactory

AL moN

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

